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INTRODUCTION 
The books introduces a new 

PARADIGM 
integrating the leading paradigms 
of different scientific disciplines 
focusing in the second section on 

how you 
CREATE 

moving on to how you succeed in 
PIONEERING 

finishing with the new tools 
SYMBIOSIS 

between man and computer 
 

Changing paradigm 
is tuff stuff 

 
My ambition is to make it easier 

using an informal 
and humorous 

language 
 

The book is written like a poem 
one on each page 

to make you 
…stop 

…wonder 
…evaluate 
…reflect 

and return to the issues 
using the book 

as a guide to the future 
 

Enjoy yourself 
 

Thanks to everybody  
who made this book real 
and a special thanks to  

Peter Busch 
Charlotte Moltke 

Birgitte Moltke 
for inspiration and constructive critic 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PARADIGM 
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The new paradigm 
This books new unifying paradigm 

include pioneering paradigms  
from many different disciplines 

as special tools 
in one unified 

living paradigm  
using  

difference making a difference 
as measure 
focusing on  

…life 
...importance 
...integrity 
...curiosity 

...sensuality 
...enthusiasm 
…symbiosis 
in network 

creating order at a higher level 
 

As always among the living 
the capability to handle larger 

complexity 
is the measure of winning paradigms 

 
The new paradigm explains issues  

that had no explanation 
or were invisible in the old 

 
Paradigms are backward compatible 

but new paradigms might seem nonsense 
to those still using the old 

 
It is like trying to se drawings from Word 

97 
using Word 95 

 
I interpret the technological 

development 
as the chance 

either to focus on human core 
competences 

or become obsolete 
 

I choose human core competences 
What is your choice? 

 

Paradigm 
We see what we expect to see 

our brain is a neuron map of the real 
world 

science and disciplines are shared maps 
paradigms 

abstractions 
comprehended during our education 

and believed because 
…they predict accurately in everyday 

life 
…are consistent and without 

contradictions 
…make the world easier to understand 

…are simple and structured 
…lead to fruitful development 

 
A discipline has a common language 

based upon shared 
…belief in the disciplines theory 

…values in evaluation of the problems 
…references to experiments 

…tacit knowledge  
achieved through shared praxis 

making description of objects easier 
 

Paradigms are very stable 
as professors and authorities 

who control official changes in 
paradigms 

are those who believed in them for a 
lifetime 

 
Paradigms are ”hard wired” in our brain 

we cannot think freely 
until we recognise that paradigms are 

only  
”maps”  

abstraction and reduction 
not the truth 

 
Even worse than rigid paradigms are 
when you don’t even have a paradigm 
and need to start from Adam and Eve 

or rely on dogma 
 

The shift in paradigm  
is not efficient until 

the old paradigm has lost its case 
when the discipline has been persuaded 

that 
the new paradigm is more fruitful 

creating new challenges 
describing new phenomena 

or when the new paradigm breaks out 
creating a new discipline 
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Foresight 
It is difficult to make predictions 
…particularly about the future 

 
Most prognoses 

consider the future  
to be a little more of the present 

 
Good predictions are based on a 

thorough understanding  
of the entire complex system 

mapping the interaction  
of forces creating change 

and the barriers preventing change 
 

We humans are fairly constant 
biologically 

but our: 
…culture 

…knowledge 
…organisation of collaboration 

…technology 
…and wealth 

are growing exponentially  
 

Foresight is about 
seeing the implications 

in development  
and interaction of 

…organisation and economy 
…knowledge and ecology 

…ethics and values 
 

My prediction:  
development in decades to come 

will be based upon  
...shift from a mechanical to a living 

paradigm 
...networking 

...globalisation 
…ICT 

...genetic technology 
…nanotechnology 

 
Barriers: 

our present paradigm and organisations 

 

Renaissance 
The renaissance 1.0 

half a millennium ago 
was a shift of paradigm 

from the medieval religious dogmatism to 
…science 

…humanism 
…appreciation of the individual 

and later enlightenment 
 

Renaissance 2.0 
is a shift of paradigm  
made possible by ICT 

from the dogma of  
…materialism 

…economy 
…Newtonian physics 

…tangible materialism  
to intangible knowledge 

 
From mechanical to living 

...machine to ecology 
...hierarchy to network 

...core competence to creativity and 
innovation 

...manufactured to self grown 
...things to relations 

 
Renaissance 2.0 

rebirth of the renaissance genius 
a virtual Leonardo da Vinci 

reborn as a trans disciplinary  
network team 

 
Renaissance 2.0  

is ironically also a  
revival of the medieval qualities 

..close relations 
..communities 

…guilds 
 

Renaissance 2.0 
is an opportunity 

made possible 
by the development of computers 

taking over the material work 
production and economics 
making the ordinary man 

renaissance nobility 
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Law of life 
From dust to dust 

 
Have you ever considered 
that the law of entropy 

everything becomes 
…mixed up 

…worn down 
…average 

is the law of the dead things 
 

Evolvement of dead things 
is slowing down 

from the incredible speed of the first 
moment 

the “big bang” 
to the slow wear and tear of the 

mountains 
 

Evolvement of living things 
is accelerating 

from the very slow start 
to ever more complex 
adaptable creatures 

like you and me 
arriving within the last percent 

of biological history 
 

The law of life is renewal 
and increasing: 

...difference 

...complexity 
...variety 

all the opposite of entropy 
 

Our knowledge is growing even faster 
doubling in maybe 10-20 years 

Every new generation 
adds as much knowledge 

as all previous generations 
combined! 

 
Development of the living 

is gaining  
incredible speed 

in symbiosis with computers 

 

From the mechanical  
to the living 

Are you a small wheel in the big 
machinery? 

are you in your right position? 
are your projects on track? 

Metaphors are from the world of 
machines 

from when mechanical strength 
impressed 

with a paradigm inspired by physics 
where the whole could be cut in parts  

to be understood 
and reassembled without loss 

within a simple cause-effect paradigm 
 

But the world has never been like that 
entirety is more than a sum of the parts 

cause and effect are related  
in a dynamic system 

with complex feed back 
separated in place and time 

 
If you cut a bread through the middle 

you have two half breads 
If you cut a man through the middle 

you have a dead man 
 

Even in quantum physics 
Heiselberg showed us that we influence 

the objects we measure 
chaos theory is a sort of dialectics 

ecology 
where tension is built up 

released in leaps 
becoming part of new tension 

 
In this new paradigm 

development is  
discontinuity 

a build up of tension 
released in change 

 
The living world 

is self organising 
there is no master plan 

no manual from God 
 

The complex living organism of 
individuals 

adapts to new environments 
the successful choose change 

as it create less stress than flexibility 
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Satisfaction 
Materialism is 

God 
in the industrial paradigm 

whatever you can measure is real 
and the rest is nonsense 

 
The Chinese prime minister 

claims that the scientific materialism 
is best on developing productivity 
and he seems to have a good case 
with the Chinese 7% growth rate 

 
The pure materialism 
is good at producing 

material things 
but it creates little satisfaction 

which from a materialistic point of view 
is good 

because it makes you buy more 
 

From a human point of view 
satisfaction is what it is all about 

 
The conflict between 

unlimited appetite for consumption 
of the material 

and evasive satisfaction 
is driving the earth to 

ecological disaster 
unless we shift focus 

from the material paradigm 
to a paradigm of satisfaction 

 
Satisfaction is about 

enjoying 
tasting rather than eating 
loving rather than fucking 

something spiritual 
a change of paradigm 

where perception 
and relations 

are more important than the material 

 

Symbiosis 
Our species has ruled the earth 

because we were smarter 
and better organised 

than the rest 
 

Within 30 years 
computers  

sold for 1000 US $ 
will catch up 

with us 
 

What will happen 
when computers are far smarter 

and far better organised 
than we are? 

 
Remember the Y2K panic? 

 
Something has already happened 

in the western world 
making it possible for 

1% to produce our food 
10% to produce our industrial goods 

and for computers to  
…map the genome automatically 

…drive cars 
…fly planes 

 
Most of the technology  
described in this book 
is already available 

…in prototypes 
…on super main frame computers 

…in labs 
 

Pioneers paradigm 
is a book about an alternative path 

taking control of development 
putting humanity in charge 

aiming at 
…synergy 

…collaboration 
…symbiosis 

between man and computer 
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Brain vs. computer 
Our brain is holistic 

hardware, software and memory  
integrated in the same network of 

neurons 
each neuron a millions times slower than 

the computer 
but all hundred of billions can work in 

parallel 
each one networking with hundreds of 

neurons 
in maybe 100 100.000.000.000 ways 

 
The network between the neurons is most 

efficient 
when we comprehend 
realize connections 

relate: 
...knowledge 
...experience 

...theory 
in an efficient way 

 
Because the brain cells are integrating 

…hardware 
…software 
and memory 

thinking changes the brain 
 

We think with the entire body 
…sensing is part of thinking 

…the immune system is related to the 
brain 

…there is no separation of body and soul 
the whole of us 

is 
thinking 

 
The brain is better than computers at 

…creativity 
…empathy 

…complexity 
 

Computers are better than us at the 
accurate: 

...repetition 
...calculation 

...administration 
...routine work 

 
What do you want to be better at? 

 

Brain vs. Internet 
Internet resembles the brain 

far more than the single computer does 
 

Imagine each computer in the net  
being a neuron 

connected to other computers 
depending on the user’s  

…interest 
…history 

…associations 
 

The factual information 
on the web sites 

resembles our memory 
inaccurate 

and short lived 
as it may be 

 
The links we save 

web sites we return to 
portals we trust 

reviews we act upon 
resembles our knowledge 

 
When we surf the net 

you get a wild offer of associations 
links 

to memory which 
might 

be interesting 
 

We need  
…ethics 
…goals 

…values 
to find 

what is valuable 
 

The completely 
unpredictable nature of the 

Internet 
resembles our 
unpredictable 

thoughts 
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Turing test 
Turings test: 

“A computer is intelligent 
when you can’t tell 

if you are talking with a person 
or a computer” 

 
Computers gets twice as clever in 18 

month 
a thousand times in 15 years 

 
It’s like a landscape being flooded 

Whatever is above sea level 
more clever than computers 
is the competitive advantage 

of human intelligence 
and it is shrinking every day 

 
Our unique integration of intelligence in 

brain and body 
from the very cell  

all the way trough the immune system 
…nerves 

…sense organs 
…to brain 

will hardly be flooded 
 

But consider people 
acting very bureaucratic and machine 

like 
losing in the Turing test 

taken for a computer 
while the more intelligent computer is 

taken for being human  
 

That’s cool 
 

The key to pass the Turing test 
is being  

…human(e) 
…empathic 

…compassionate 

 

Globalisation 
Globalisation became possible 

as transportation and communication 
became 

fast and inexpensive 
 

The driving force in globalisation is 
…cheap labour 

…national bottlenecks in competence  
…and new markets 

 
Globalisation means increased 

international specialisation and 
near monopoly 
on commodities 

a handful of giant corporations produce 
80% of the global consumption in sectors 

like 
IT, multimedia, entertainment, planes, 

cars, appliances, medicine 
 

Knowledge  
represented mainly in English and 

numbers 
is spread instantly via Internet 

 
Fashion is everywhere simultaneously 

Exotic food is served globally 
Sushi in Copenhagen 

Danish pastry in Tokyo 
 

We move like never before 
study and work globally 

 
At the previous turn of the century 

there was a massive move from 
countryside to cities 

the new nomads  
move to knowledge hot pots 

like Silicon Valley 
and on to nice sunny places upon 

retirement 
 

The global village is however still 
distant 

the majority of the world population is 
still  

 disconnected almost without 
…communication 
…transportation 

…resources 
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Democratic 
intrapreneurship 

Our democratic system 
based on human rights and 

entrepreneurship 
has proven superior to 

totalitarian systems with plan 
economy 
because 

democratic systems are better at: 
…learning 
…adapting 

…trying alternative solutions 
…making the best of individuality 

…creating enthusiasm 
 

Among the hundred largest economies 
49 are countries 

and 51 are corporations 
 

Imagine the potential 
if the corporations became 

democratic  
network intrapreneurs on internal 
markets 

 
Imagine a corporate constitution 

granting rights and duties for 
everybody 

expressing the ethics of the brand 
and separating power between 

…parliament of partners deciding the 
rules 

 and electing the president  
…president and project intrapreneurs 

managing business 
…ethical council settling disputes 

preventing disaster 
 

The customer and clients 
brand the products 

in collaboration with the ethical 
council 

 
The networks economy is privatised 

intrapreneurs receive the total 
revenue and pay for all services of 

the network  
 

You don’t just get licence as 
intrapreneur 

you need to prove yourself worthy by  
having a independent recognition  

branding by the customers  
or a good record  

as subcontractor to the network 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TECHNOLOGY 
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Technology 
Technology 

is empowerment  
and an extension of us 

something enabling us to do more things 
faster and better: 

…machines making us stronger 
…transportation making us move faster 

…medicine making us more healthy 
…media increasing our communication  

…sharing of knowledge 
…IT enhancing our brain capacity 

 
So far these tools have been extensions 

now we enter an époque of  
incorporated technology 

…genes 
…body parts 
…nerve input 

..and maybe minds 
forcing us to change  

to a paradigm 
where things are no longer things 

but part of a system 
part of us 

 
We will be communicating  

intuitively via 
something we wear 

the far frontier of our senses 
 

Things change  
from being dead 
to being alive 

…adaptive to our needs 
…changing shape, colour, size, 

temperature, texture 
…moving around 

…getting smarter 
…learning from us 

 
The coming technology will be  

more intelligent 
challenging our intellect and humour 

adapting to our satisfaction 
custom made to our individuality 

making us feel 
special 

 

Miniature ICT 
Today 

we communicate  
on the conditions of ICT 

through difficult user interfaces 
 

But the development 
…making computers twice as fast 

…halving weight 
…and battery consumption 

every 18 month 
doubling 

…internet traffic 
…bandwidth 

…also wireless bandwidth 
every half year 

continues for the next decades 
 

It took half a century for computers 
to catch up with the brainpower of a bird 
within the next decades it catch up with 

us 
 

Computer shrinks into the mobile phone 
that shrinks into the headset 

shrinking to contact lenses and hearing 
aids 

and some day connects to our nerves 
 

That will enhance our 
…eyes to see globally 

…ears to hear globally 
…voice to reach globally 

…memory to remember everything 
globally 

 
The concept of miniature mobile ICT 
coined the ”I-companion” in this book 

is about enhancing and extending our  
senses and capabilities 

as humans 
“connecting people” 

(wo)man-(wo)man interface 
 

The true benefit of mobile ICT is 
…freedom 

…relating to time and place 
…being where the most exciting things 

happen 
…(net)working together with our  

partners 
…learning and working in the real 

situation 
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I-companion 
”I-companion” 

is my name for a new IT concept 
enhancing our 

senses 
and brainpower 

 
I for Imagination Intelligence, 

Information 
I for eye 

I for my alter ego 
 

Imagine 
having someone intelligent 

always there 
for feed back 

capable of simulations 
3D 

presenting to you 
dreams in motion and colour 

playing music 
enhancing your memory 
simulating your future 
visualising the invisible 

 
That could be the 
description of an 

”I-companion” 
in ten years time 

 
Combined with 

…automation of trivial work 
…liberation of the work process 

…a shift in paradigm 
”I-companion” 

could free our brain 
to be truly 

creative 
 

Most magazines describe development in 
technical terms 

….3G mobile phones 
...UMTS bandwidth in kbit/sec 

…convergence between mobile phones 
and computers 

 
This book is written from 

our 
human 

point of view 

 

Genetics 
Medical science has mainly been  

high level 
trial and error 

because our genetic system was a black 
box  

obscuring complex cause-effect loops 
 

For the first time 
a system of computers 

made a scientific break through 
at Nobel Prize level 

mapping the genetic code 
testing billions of samples 

putting the puzzle together 
piece by piece 

within a breathtaking short number of 
years 

 
In the decades to come 

genetic science will 
open this black box  

and make us understand how 
…our body functions 

…we age 
…medicine and chemical influence our 

body 
…why we become ill 

 
Genetic technology  

might also make it possible to design 
medicine 

and humans 
so we don’t get ill 

or age 
 

Yet another example of 
change in paradigm 

from the mechanical surgeon and 
the chemical medicine 

to the biological 
living paradigm 

enhancement of the body’s own code 
…immune system 

…genetics 
…symbiosis 

 
The perspective is fantastic: 

...promising for those who get well 
...horrifying because the earth is 

already overpopulated 
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Nanotechnology 
Nanotechnology is 

knowledge multiplicated with material 
a new paradigm for 

materials and products 
growing by themselves 

based on physical/chemical reactions  
in combination with code 

just like in yours and mine body 
 

We are used to 
..joining 
…gluing 
…cutting 
…casting 

using our mechanical paradigms with 
environmental side effects like 

…energy consumption 
…waste 

…pollution 
 

Nanotechnology imitates  
…the incredible strong thread of spiders 

…shells of snails stronger than 
concrete 

yet made at ambient temperature 
 

Nanotechnology is designed to produce 
only the needed 

with a minimal consumption 
using an army of small 

”creatures” 
that might even reproduce themselves 

 
The ultimate vision 

is a 3 D printer in every home 
…producing whatever you need 

…custom made 
…immediately 

…fuelled by life’s substances 
…networked to IT design databases  

end of story for  
…factories 

…transportation 
… waste 

 
Nanotechnology products are so 

miniature  
that they can travel in our blood  

repair our organs 
enter our brain  

 

Ecology 
Ecology 

science about relations 
between living beings and their 

environment 
is a core science 

in this new paradigm 
 

Ecology is circular thinking 
recycling 

“rebirth” rather that “cradle to grave” 
 

We don’t consume things 
we produce a side product 

we should find use for 
rather than waste 

 
Dead things are subject to 

entropy 
getting mixed up 

until they are useless 
 

As a contrast 
ecology is about separating 

what has been mixed up 
the less you mix 

the easier to recycle 
 

Ecology 
uses the principles of living things 

recovering materials 
like manure 

making plants grow  
to feed animals  
to make manure 
all running on 
solar energy 

 
A good way of closing 

the cycle 
is to let one organisation  
own the entire (re) cycle 

leasing the use of the product 
rather than selling it to “consumers” 

who throw it away as waste 
 

A leasing company will 
implicitly 

want durable quality 
easy to maintain 
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Tragedy of the common 
If resources are for free 
distributed according to  

the law of the jungle 
those who take them first 

get them 
and nobody has the right to protect them 

 
That’s how 

…our oceans are emptied for fish 
…endangered species are becoming 

extinct 
…resources are wasted 

…water polluted 
…CO2 is creating greenhouse effect 

 
It is also the story about actions 

being OK when few do it 
and devastating if we all try to do it 

challenging the mechanical 
interpretation 

of cause and effect 
 

The first car owner saves a lot a time 
but when millions head for work 

they are stuck in traffic jam 
The first traveller enjoys the pacific 

paradise 
but millions of tourists destroy it 

 
The real tragedy is 

that there is no fair way to stop 
excessive use of  

…cars 
…natural resources 

…travelling 
…meat eating 

except taxes and ethics 
 

Protect the common 
and always look for 

second, third and fourth order effects 

 

Emergence 
Intelligence can be distributed and 

added 
termites can build impressive 

construction 
without blueprint 

two diminutive cells adds up to be 
billions of cells collaboratively being 

YOU 
 

Blueprints are replaced with code 
principles for  

action and reaction 
 

ICT, bio tech and nano tech 
is about code 

from the infamous virus code 
to the blessing of the Internet 

 
While tangible things can be controlled 

code is out of control 
if it can reproduce itself 

and mutate 
like the living organism 

 
The new technologies are particularly 

dangerous when they can reproduce 
and horrifyingly out of control 

when they both reproduce and mutate 
very fast like AIDS 

 
The more we rely on computers 

…gene therapy and modification 
…nanotechnology 

the more control we lose 
because these “living” technologies 

have taken over control 
following their own mutated code 

and embedded intelligence 
 

If this distributed embedded intelligence 
starts communicating 

like our immune defence system 
and our brain cells 

we could face intelligence 
in a scale hard to imagine 

 
I hope it will be friendly
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Increasing returns 
In the material world 

returns decrease with the last effort 
 

In the knowledge economy 
returns increase exponentially 
with proliferation and effort 

 
Double number of network subscribers 

and traffic quadruple 
with only a marginal extra investment 

 
Double the number of CD or software 

users 
and the profit increases dramatically 
as the marginal cost is only one dollar 

each 
 

The returns on your digital service is 
increasing 

when more users go digital 
ultimately when the last paper user 

converts 
 

The value of knowledge and competence 
increases steeply with its unique quality 

moving up from a second to a first 
position 

yields more than moving from #199 to 
#200 

 
Increasing investment in advertising 
suddenly pays back when you enters 

the top 5 brands that everybody talks 
about 

 
Moores law itself is increasing returns 

 
Increasing returns on the investment in 

ICT 
sky rocket when the entire process is 

digital 
 

Any organism or organisation 
that can handle more complexity 

intelligently 
will have a competitive advantage 

 
The benefit of responsibility increases 

the closer you get ultimate 
responsibility 

innovative entrepreneurs 
 

However choice, competence and 
responsibility 
goes together 

 

The ultimate consequence of increasing 
returns is 

proliferate or die 
winners takes all 
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CREATE 

 

Creativity=intelligen
ce x imagination 

Innocent creativity 
seeing opportunities 

because you are not aware of the 
barriers 

is very different from the  
mature creativity 

seeing opportunities  
well aware of the barriers 

 
Many creativity tools enhance innocent 

creativity 
forcing you to forget about limitations 

breaking out of the deadlock 
creating a lot of impossible solutions 

and a few brilliant ones 
 

Intelligence is the ability to combine 
information 

 
Creativity is the ability to combine 

information 
 in a new imaginative way 

 
Innovation is making your creativity come 

true 
 

Howard Gardner defines 7 intelligences 
…logical 
…lingual 
…musical 
…spatial 

…body kinetic 
…psychological 

…social 
 

There are the same 7 kinds of creativity 
 

You need to be intelligent in a certain 
field 

to be creative 
the mature way 

appreciating the barriers 
 

The challenge is to make it 
from innocent creativity 

to mature creativity 
without 

losing your ability 
to be creative 
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Visions 
Visions of 
…flying 

...communication in spite of distance 
...motion pictures 
...curing diseases 

changed the world 
 

Initially visions are considered 
unrealistic 

or somebody else  
would already have made them reality 

 
Start with a vision of something really  

worthwhile 
important to you 
and many others 

 
Creativity is only fruitful 

if the new is better than the old 
...healthier 
…more fun 

or develops yourself 
 

Forget about common sense 
incremental improvement 

postpone your thoughts about economy 
or technology 

think big 
go for something that really makes a 

difference 
and improves life 

 
Look for visions among the strong 

emotions 
…love 

…friendship 
…happiness 
…freedom 

 
Things we really want 

can be made 
and in due time become commodities 

but things nobody care about 
cannot sell 

even if they are inexpensive 
 

“feel the force” 
is your idea worthwhile the struggle?  

 

See! 
Notice what first catches you attention 

and try to remove it from the picture 
and from your thoughts 

 
Look behind 

see the hidden dimension 
 

Our brain is hardwired for  
…recognition 
…zooming in  
…focusing 

on what we from experience 
or by instinct 

presume important 
the obvious ”first impression” 

 
A competitive advantage  

in everyday life on the savannas 
but a limitation in a creative process 

because it makes us fail to see  
the creative solution 

 
We are trained to quick answers 

it is prestigious to be busy in our culture 
urgency has priority 

being fast and working long hours 
is the key to promotion and high salary 

 
Creativity is different 

taking days, weeks, even years  
finding the most impossible information 

combined in a visionary way 
creating an invention 

 
We need to suppress the quick solutions 

make room for extended thinking 
plentiful associations 

leading to creative solution 
 

Creativity can not be paced 
one cannot make a plant grow faster 

by pulling its leaves 
we don’t control our creativity 

the brain need  
undisturbed  

time to carry the associations 
to unknown frontiers 

Flip your thoughts 
Creative solutions are 

as far away from the obvious  
as possible 

or it would had been found a long time 
ago 

 
Look where something is taken for 

granted 
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where something is  
“impossible” 

and make it possible 
turn things upside down  

…do the opposite to the obvious 
…do what nobody has done before 

…make black white 
…inside out 

…flip evil with good 
…background with foreground 

…use something soft instead of hard 
…be slow when speed is suspected to be 

good 
…small instead of large 

…think complexity where simplicity is 
wanted 

 
Play with the words describing your 

problem 
describe your problem with only one 

word 
as an advantage rather than a 

disadvantage 
 

Maybe the environment is the problem 
describe barriers and powers 

acting on the system 
 

Combine what can’t be combined 
compare your problem with something  

it’s definitely not 
find the new viewing angle 

change language and disciplines 
use a different coordinate system 

 
Imagine nature already has a solution 

in a plant or insect 
ready for you to explore and transfer 
solutions from a different discipline or 

scale 
in a product for a different purpose 

or from an unknown culture 
lost in history 

 
Be like a child again 

ask questions 
explore the frontiers 

 

Sense! 
We have 5 senses 

some even have a sixth sense 
 

We search for 
memories and knowledge 
using words and numbers 

like a computer 
but also using 

…pictures 
…sounds and tunes 

…scents 
…taste 

…feelings 
 

When we smell tar 
it provokes memories of old sailing ships  

and harbours 
 

Memory and thought are integrated 
hardwired in our brain 

sensing is 
key to memory and thought 

 
The more sensual our environment is: 

...hectic life in the city 
...stimulations of the bazaar and shops 

...nature’s many wonders 
the more associations we get 

the more creative we are 
 

A creative life is a journey 
a ”road movie” 
development 

in a feed back process 
between sensing and creating 

 
A creative process 

flips between 
inspirations 

and meditation 
sensing 

and thinking 
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Creative chain 
reaction 

Brain science 
can track brain activity 

 
Associations and creativity  

are spread out in the entire brain 
input from our senses runs 

like a chain reaction 
trough it’s network of neurons 

 
Usually we act on the quickest  

strongest reaction 
but if we are not disturbed 
the chain reaction proceeds 

creating new 
surprisingly strong response 

interference  
when several waves of thought occurs 

 
Input from several senses 

initiating the chain reaction from 
several centres 

alters the brain process 
creating different  
interference and 

decisions 
 

Consider the brain 
a giant assembly of 

hundred billion people 
communicating 

trying to convince each other 
and finally voting 

 
If you poll immediately 

you get one result 
 

If the debate goes on 
and themes are changing 

you get a different result 
 

Creativity prospers when  
you 

have patience for the longer debate 
”sleep on it” 

and get the solution next morning 
or next month 

during your shower 

 

Find yourself  
Creativity 

associative thoughts 
are stopped by  
…taboo issues 

…repressed emotions 
…conflicting values 

 
If conditions are contradicting 

creating “double bind” situations 
of bigotry  

leaving you a false choice between 
solutions 

both of which make people mad  
your thoughts are arrested in a eternal 

loop 
like in a bad software 

 
If you are very vulnerable to criticism 

get hurt and angry 
you have difficulties in collaborating 

 
If you face the conflict within you 

you can handle the environment 
 

There is no other way 
you have to know yourself: 
…conquer the key to your 

subconsciousness 
…trust your intuition 

…be in contact with your emotions 
…having self esteem 

 
It is particularly difficult  

to be genuinely open  
when you create together with others 

 
Being creative together is a little like  

falling in love 
Love does not make you blind 

it makes you see 
 

Creativity is about integrity 
…heeling 
…health 
…holism 

connecting people and things 
in a new and better way 
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Think fluently 
Be concentrated 

focused 
take a walk in nature 

listen to the birds 
the waves 

let your thoughts come in a state of 
"flow" 

where associations chain react 
 

Sometimes 
…no sensing 

…no input 
…meditation 

…sleep 
is what the brain needs 

to process creative thoughts 
 

Fall asleep with the problem in mind 
…let the ideas come to you 
…don’t accept interruption 
…record the ideas you get 

…even in the middle of the night 
…be patient 

until your stream of conscious  
has told the entire story 

 
It is somewhat like sleep walking 

if you “wake up” 
your creative thinking is lost 

 
Ideas are like gardening 

plant a lot of seeds 
get many different ideas 

wait before choosing 
until you can tell the beautiful plants  

from the rest 
and then weed out 

 
Be an idea gardener 

generous 
and yet without mercy 

 

Joke 
Humour is: 

…imagining the unexpected 
…interpreting things in a different way 

…understanding a misunderstanding 
…spotting biased perceptions 
and perception out of context 

 
Creativity is like understanding a joke 

it’s a joyful release  
when you appreciate the 

unexpected 
solution 

 
Medical science has shown that we 

receive  
hormonal reward 

both when we understand the joke 
and when we have a  

“aha” experience 
or flash of genius 

 
Think of creativity as humour 

unpretentious 
playful 

involving all muscles and nerves 
both in face and body 

 
You can  

…roar with laughter 
…jump for joy 

…radiate enthusiasm 
…boil of creativity 

 
The essential in jokes  

and creativity is 
…timing 

…surprise 
…referencing to shared experience 
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Listen to your dreams 
Dreams are not malfunctions in your 

brain 
they are indeed functions 

most of our brain activity is 
subconscious 

either the short subconscious path  
to quiz knowledge 

used in examinations 
or the long path to 

creativity 
 

Actually very little of what we do  
we know  

why we do 
but for some reason  

it is terribly important to pretend 
we do know why 

If I cannot explain something 
neither scientifically nor professionally 

it is in - credible 
in - sane 

and most likely considered worthless 
 

Thoughts we can’t explain 
might however mean a lot to us 

 
Is it more important to explain why you 

are in love? 
why you love your kids? 

the joy of a blossoming spring day? 
or is it more important to experience it 

with an open mind 
 

The important thing is 
to recognise your  

feelings and  
dreams 

even though you can’t explain them 
and then 

try to understand them 
rather than just 
to explain them 

 

Normality 
What would you do 

if you were taken to a psychiatric 
hospital 

by mistake? 
how would you prove not to be insane? 

 
That was one of my nightmares 

until I found the answer 
”Behave exactly like the staff” 

 
We lack a concept for psychological 

health 
so we use normality instead 

 
But if normality is our measure 

what about creativity 
or originality 
is that insane? 

or is the measure insane? 
 

We could have a different measure 
for psychological health 

…care 
…empathy 

…solidarity 
…holism 
…ethics 

 
Don’t ever expect authorities 

to recognise genius 
authorities put all their efforts in 

…norms 
…procedure 

…quality control 
…certification 

…normality 
a variant of the law of entropy 

everything’s reduction to the same 
because it is easier and less expensive 

 
We do indeed need norms and normality 

to manage knowledge and processes 
but creativity must transcend norms 
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Surplus 
Recognition of problems 

 is basis for solutions 
but forget all about 

“necessity is the mother of invention” 
In that case Silicon Valley  

would be in Somalia 
 

Creativity grows out of surplus 
…freedom 
…comfort 

…trust 
…encouragement 

 
You need boldness 

self esteem 
to believe in your 

creativity 
admitting that you want something 

being vulnerable to rejection 
risking that your dreams don’t come true 

 
Distribute that risk 

by having more than one vision 
 

Confidence should be  
…within you 

…your networks 
…friendship 

 
Your confidence is largest 

when built upon your: 
…competence 

…results 
and network out of your boss’ control 

 
Don’t think about your energy 

as a battery recharging when you don’t 
act 

 
On the contrary 

we get energy from our achievements 
and lose energy 

whenever we are stuck 
 

When people are about to die 
they more often regret what they didn’t 

do 
than what they actually did 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INNOVATION 
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From vision to reality 
Strategy 

the path towards the vision 
is best described backwards 

from the goal 
just like labyrinths 

 
What is the journey? 

where are the good roads? 
where are the barriers? 

where are the friendly citizens? 
where are the enemies? 
who can be your pilot? 

who can solve the problems you 
encounter? 

who can communicate with the local 
tribes? 

who can mediate relations to the 
hostile? 

 
It’s all about competence 
of the kind we know from 

classical fairy tales 
competences to find the inner resources 

”feel the force” 
find a way around the worst hazards 

creativity rather than raw force 
friendship and network  

…unity 
…endurance 

…resolute action 
…rock steady positive values 

 
The classical fairy tales is the manual 

for innovation 
and remember 

in the fairy tales 
the good with the clean hearts 

win 

 

Strategic motivation 
The way you interpret things is 

important 
 

Do you interpret the glass 
half full 

or half empty? 
 

Do you focus on the barriers 
or the goal 

when you are heading for a goal 
 

Do you focus on the pain  
hitting the barrier 
or on the reward 

awaiting you when you get through 
 

It’s all about perspective 
looking beyond everyday trouble 

but without 
escapism or 

day dreaming 
 

Interpret things strategically 
use the goal as motivator 

 
Then  

…losses 
…barriers 

…pain 
will be comparatively small 

 
Particularly if your overview 

is large enough  
to find loopholes 

 
Experiments over several decades have 

shown 
 that the ability of kids  

to trust and wait for rewards 
is a better indicator for 

success in life 
than IQ 
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Concurrent 
Concurrent process  

having all partners onboard 
from day one 
considering 

..different scenarios 
…ideas 

…objections 
from all partners in the value chain 
while it is still possible to optimise 

making the project ever more  
…specific 
…detailed 
…verified 
…tested 

 
Concurrency  

keeps opportunities open longer 
contrary to the serial assembly line 

thinking 
where the first in line 

reduces the possibilities downstream 
recognising mistakes too late 

 
Shifting from  

serial to concurrent processes 
reduces time to market 

with more than 50% 
 

Development during the first half  
of your competitors serial process 

is already known to you 
by the time you start 
 your twice as fast 

concentrated concurrent process 
 

Fast parallel processes prospers using 
…open source 
…networking 

and create vitality and enthusiasm  
in the teams 

…synergy 
 

In a concurrent process 
the entire concept is there 

simultaneously 
like a new born child 

growing 
and improving competences 

 

Why didn’t it work 
last time 

 
The accumulated experience is often 

“We have tried it, it did not work” 
 

Find out exactly what went wrong 
maybe the problem can be fixed 

with today’s technology 
 

Was the fatal barrier: 
…technology? 

…material? 
…market? 

…infrastructure? 
…funding? 

…user competence? 
 

Leonardo da Vinci invented the 
helicopter 

centuries later Sikorsky made it fly 
after invention of engines and aluminium 

 
Planning is an extension of the known 
while creativity is a journey into the 

unknown 
 

Too much scheduling  
will kill the creative process 

 
Flying a jet 

the shortest way is a straight line 
creative process is more like a sailplane 

taking advantages of the wind 
the thermic around the mountains 

 
You can’t control or schedule creativity 

but you can be prepared for the 
challenges 

 
Rational analysis 

is fruitful in understanding 
…the nature of the barriers 

…why nobody before you has succeeded 
...the core of the problem 

…who can solve it 
 

But the solution comes to you 
in your dreams 

if you are receptive enough 
to notice when you are lucky 
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Luck 
You need luck in any innovative process 
like on any expedition into the unknown 

 
Of course you can’t plan luck 

but you can get better in noticing it 
when it strikes 

 
Penicillin was invented by accident 

Fleming’s genius was  
realising that his failure 

was his luck 
 

Columbus didn’t find India 
but he opened a new world to us 

 
Evolution of species 

is a series of selection of genetic 
failures 

that proven to be 
successful 

 
Maybe the really interesting challenge 

is in 
…the decimal you threw out 

…the rotten samples you threw in the 
can 

…a small notice in you local newspaper 
…your recently failed experiment 

it could make us paranoid 
if it wasn’t  

the fun of the game 
 

What does luck look like? 
how do you recognise it? 

 
Recall  

circumstances 
moods 

when you were fortunate? 
when you met the love of your life 

or other lucky events 
 

How did you notice that you were 
fortunate? 

analytically or intuitively? 
 

It is worthless to be fortunate 
if you don’t recognise it 

 

System thinking 
System thinking is about 

…complex relations 
…interactions 

…feed back 
…time delay 

 
If the cost cutting CEO 

saves on R&D 
profit increases 

 
Later 

when he has moved on to his next job  
prices on the products drops 
its technology is no longer 

competitive 
and his successor is blamed 

 
When your car is stuck in snow 
the solution is not more power 

which is abundant 
but more friction  

which is in short supply 
 

Remove barriers  
instead of increasing force 

 
Think in long term effects 

 
Make the forces work in favour of you 

instead of defeating them 
 

Map the complex network 
of cause-effects 

 
System thinking is difficult 

as many entities are  
invisible 

in our economic system: 
…clean water 

…fresh air 
…fish 

…wildlife 
…happiness 

…health 
…natural resources 

 
Aim for the virtuous circle 

where the feed back works for you 
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Scenarios 
Scenarios force you to 
explore your paradigm 

from the point of view of 
…society 

…environment 
…technology 

…politics 
…demography 

 
Check if the scenario is coherent 

or contradictory 
are there areas  

that make the scenario unlikely 
or even block its critical path  

 
Invite your partners to be  

the devils advocates 
but don’t ever mix that  

with the creativity process 
 

What would happen if you had it your way 
all the way? 

 
What would happen if you continued with 

business as usual? 
however unlikely that may be 

 
What would be the worst case  

for your scenario? 
and the best possible? 

 
What is so powerful  

that it could change your scenarios 
completely? 

 
It is hard to guess right 

but it is worthwhile 
a good exercise in 

making robust innovations 
and who knows 
…discoveries 

…new paradigms 
…”killer apps” 

inventions that suddenly make  
the present solutions 

obsolete 

 

It’s no shame to turn 
back 

The most important rule when skiing is 
“its no shame to turn back” 

exactly because we are brought up to 
think  

it is a shame indeed to quit 
 

We will often cover failure 
running an even larger risk 

sometimes even do illegal things 
rather than face failure 

 
There is only one thing more difficult  

than carrying a project through 
that’s giving up in time 

 
You can catch a monkey by 

placing a fruit behind a hand-sized grid 
It wont let go of the fruit 

and it can’t withdraw with the fruit in 
hand 

 
Are you reacting like the monkey? 

 
If only one in ten or hundred ideas 

becomes a success 
it is particularly important  

for innovative people 
to be able to turn back 

rather than becoming obsessed 
 

It is even more important to give up 
where your ideas are wrong 

 
You are the most biased person 

ask the people your trust 
to have honest motives 

to be the devils advocates 
 

Let them test your ideas 
try them out in daily life 
will your idea change life 

for the better? 
 

Fight heroically and strategically 
for your good ideas 

because to win takes more effort and 
time 

than you would ever imagine 
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COMMUNICATION 

 

Difference making a 
difference 

In Batesons definition of information  
”difference making a difference” 

information increases 
when messages are compressed optimally 

(difference #1) 
and when receivers decodes the message 

and pay attention to it 
(difference # 2) 

 
This definition measures the effect 

instead of bits and bytes  
transmitted by a technological media 

 
Difference is a good measure because 

our senses 
and brain 

react to differences 
stimulations of the nerves 

while we are “snow blind” to constant 
influence 

 
Knowledge is integrated  

in the network structure of our brain 
a biologically hard wired paradigm 
we check all information against 

 
Sometimes we don’t believe our own eyes 

when something contradicts our paradigm 
our reading slows down  

while we make up our minds 
if senses or paradigm are true 

 
If you are using the measure 

”difference making a difference” 
repeating yourself doesn’t add 

information 
 

Culture, religion, language, and 
education  

as well as empathy 
have a great impact on decoding 

 
Trust and curiosity 

are bandwidth of communication 
as no one can decode more 

than you trust the message  
and want to receive it 
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Connecting minds 
Connecting minds 

communicating 
compressing the message into code 

transmitting it via a media 
letting the receiver decode it 

 
The compressed code 

is much less than we had in mind 
the receiver decodes in a way  

different from what we anticipated 
the narrow bandwidth forces us  

to tell the essential 
”difference making a difference” 

and to understand the receiver so well  
that we can guess 

how he will decode it 
 

This guess is greatly improved by  
…team building 
…collaboration 
…body language 

…mimic 
..dialog  

teaching us which code can be decoded 
 

A picture tells more than a thousand 
words 

 
Use pictures, sketches, movies 

visualise with metaphors 
but be aware  

that pictures are decoded  
even more subjectively than words 

as they communicate more directly with 
our subconsciousness 

 
We can even communicate with dead 

things 
art, architecture, sketches, and text 

 
In natural communication 

words are 7% 
intonation 35% 

mimic and body language 58% 
 

Make the best out of errors in (de-
)coding  

make rough sketches 
speak in metaphors 

create space in creative communication 
and use errors as a source of creativity 

 

Common language 
God stopped the construction on 

the tower of Babel 
by giving the workers  
different languages 

 
Every year we get a  

new scientific discipline 
creating its own 

very specialised code 
to gain deeper understanding 

 
We need  

a new kind of language 
connecting  

all this specialist knowledge 
neither a natural language like English 

nor a digital language like html 
but one that can  

communicate 
"hard" and "soft" issues 

a rich language 
communicating with 

…pictures 
…metaphors 

…mimic 
…sound 
…music 
…taste 

…scents 
…senses 
…words 

…numbers 
 

"Difference making a difference"  
is the basis for such a language 

"code"  
for everybody 

 
Taste would suddenly be something that 

indeed could be debated 
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Code 
Code is the way  

we choose to send and 
interpret messages 

and depends on  
the cultural context  

we are communicating in 
 

CONTEXT CODE 
economy money 
politics power 
science truth 
family love 

religion faith 
ethics morality 

art expression 
juridical law 

sub culture loyalty 
social system care 

media information 
education knowledge 

 
If the message is send in one context 
and received in a different context 
most of the message is most likely 

misinterpreted 
 

The speed of 
coding and decoding differs 

from person to person 
and from situation to situation 

 
We can receive 

text, video and Internet 
at our own pace 

stopping and seeing them twice 
 

Movies, TV and radio 
broadcast 

on the contrary 
we have to interpret simultaneously 
allowing for much less compression 

 

Trust 
Trust is the bandwidth in communication 

 
Who wants advice 

from a person they don’t trust? 
 

Who will believe in incredible 
creativity 

without trust? 
 

You should show confidence in everybody 
until they deserve to lose it 

trust is a gift 
 

Don’t ever start a creative process 
without trust 

create trust first 
and you will have development 

 
Trust 

is what every consultant sells 
and it might be the only thing to sell 

in a future of 
automatically produced 

commodities 
besides  
…care 

…entertainment 
…adventure 
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Reality? 
It is impossible to judge whether 

what we experience is  
dream or reality 

both are experienced the same way 
in the brain 

 
The normal solution to that paradox 

is to consider whatever 
a (large) majority 

interprets the same way 
simultaneously 

in any given place 
to be reality 

 
The danger is that 

we are all easily fooled by  
optical illusions 
false perspective 

 
Unfortunately 

we tend to believe 
what others believe in 

dogmatically 
”it would be nice to know  

if the majority is right or only the 
majority” 

 
There is most likely only one reality  
and it is way too big to be inside our 

heads 
 

Experiences and thoughts 
are only maps of the real world 

even good maps  
are not real territory 

information is lost 
misinterpretations occur 

 
Truth is seldom eternal truth 
Better explanations take over 

and become new truth 
 

Inventions flourish 
when we doubt the dogma 

 

The good story 
The good story 

is a lie  
telling the truth 

code 
so well compressed 

that the documentary value 
is transformed into myth 

 
Art is in 

transformation and abstraction 
to the level of 
the good story 

simple and yet complex 
compressed to fit into our hearts 

and minds 
 

If you can tell such stories 
if your dream 

your vision  
is so strong 

it will definitely survive any attack 
 

Imagine you were the 
…hero 

…villain 
…macho 
…wizard 

of the play 
 

Art is a kind of simulator for 
training empathy 

in situations 
you really can’t rehearse 

because they are 
…dangerous 

…in the future 
…in the past 

…you are not a man or woman 
…young or old 

 
Use all occasions 

to watch issues from different 
perspectives 

 
That is good training 

in empathy and 
creativity 
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Direct communication 
 

When you tell a story to your boss 
and he tells it to his boss 

and… 
and he tells it to his boss 

information is lost every time 
and personal opinions are added 
memos being the only continuity 

 
In the age of mobile phones and e-mail 
communication should be more direct 

providing a forum for Q & A 
 

In most organisations 
management broadcast information via 

intranet and information meetings 
knowledge management 

and is in return flooded with e-mails 
serving as the kind of life insurance: 

“you were informed” 
 

Why not turn it upside down 
make everybody responsible for 

searching information 
learning rather than knowledge 

management 
and providing it in a way it can be found 

 
The benefit of the search concept is: 
…everybody with a message is heard 

…a perfect overview is created 
…focus shift from urgency to importance 

…information is updated 
…management knows who is working on it 

…it supports communities of practice 
 

Everything is open so the questions is: 
“Why didn’t you ask” 

 
R&D funding could be granted by a 

venture capital board 
evaluating product and service ideas 
without considering line organisation 

politics 
 

Similar boards could evaluate ideas for 
…marketing 

…advertising 
…customer relations 

…education programmes 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LEARNING 
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Learning 
Give a man a fish 

and he has food for the rest of the day 
teach him to fish 

and he has food for the rest of his life 
 

Teachers catalyse the learning process 
making learning important 
by their own enthusiasm 

supporting  
the knowledge training and coaching  
to continue where otherwise stuck or 

lost 
 

Teaching is a brilliant learning process 
 

Learning is a combination of 
theory and practice 

in processesimportant to the student 
 

You can learn without understanding 
”learning by doing” 

tacit knowledge 
or learning by recognising typical 

solutions 
“Oh yes, this is solution 7B” 

 
These ways of learning  

make it difficult to transfer knowledge 
 to quite different situations 

 
You can also learn by 

reading and hearing about things 
but pure theory is difficult to  

…comprehend 
…remember 

…use 
outside the school 

without the opportunity 
to train in real life 

It’s like having the manual this year 
and your new VCR next year 

 
The most efficient is to learn in the 

situation 
exactly when you realise  

that you need new knowledge 
and are able to train it in praxis 

”learning on demand” 
either with your teacher right at hand 

or via an ”I-companion” 

 

The difficult switches 
with trivial 

“Deep Blue”s  
victory over Kasparov 

the world champion of chess 
marked the turn of the tide 

 
A computer 

with a capacity of less than 
one percent 

of the human brain 
succeeded in the most difficult game 

 
Pocket calculators  

have been better at calculating than we 
are 

for decades 
but they are not so important 

that you carry them always everywhere 
so there was still reason 
to be able to calculate 

without calculator 
and write with a pencil 

 
Consider the curriculum of schools 
all the hours spent on learning to 

…read 
…write 

…manipulate numbers 
…learn foreign languages 

 
Within this decade computers will also 

become better at 
…dictation of text 

…spelling 
…translating 

and it will be with you 
always 

everywhere 
 

What is really tuff to computers 
and important to humans is 

…empathy 
…creativity 
…intuition 

That is where education should focus 
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Curriculum 
In a life 

in symbiosis with ICT 
learning will be about 

…methodology 
…paradigm 
…relations 
…empathy 

training and developing 
our seven intelligences 

…logical 
…lingual 
…musical 
…spatial 

…body kinetically 
…social 

…psychological 
moving through phases of 

intelligence: 
combining information 

creativity:  
combine information in a new imaginative 

way 
innovation: 

making creativity come true 
utilising symbiosis with ICT 

to the limit 
 

This new curriculum is emphasising  
…methodology rather than facts 

…understanding rather than knowledge 
…humanistic rather than technical 

issues 
…learning rather than education 

…communication rather than language 
…innovation rather than disciplines 
…networking rather than classes 

…ethics rather than rules 
 

Learning will be extended 
from school 

to the entire life 
from classroom 
to everywhere 

learning on demand 
in situations whenever you need it 

based on understanding 
and paradigm 

 

Tacit knowledge 
Explicit written knowledge 

can easily be shared 
but tacit knowledge 

the kind of knowledge we cant explain 
is difficult to share without being 

together 
 

Think about how you learned riding a 
bicycle 

or taught somebody 
to ride the bicycle 

 
Same thing with creativity 

creating in synergy  
with other creative people 

in a daily praxis 
sharing 

…knowledge 
…tricks of the trade 

…methodology 
…ways to turn problems upside down  

and getting away with it 
 

Creativity is alive 
organic 

and should be treated like something 
alive 

 
A great teacher 

a master 
can help you finding your  

…talent 
…interest 

…skills 
an make you develop them 

 
Good learning 

takes enthusiasm 
spreading from the teacher to the 

student 
or visa versa 

igniting a chain reaction of 
…dialog 

…investigation 
…exploration 

…understanding 
…symbiosis 
…mastery 

 
We learn from people 

knowing the things we don’t know 
those who are different from us 
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Simulation 
Simulation 

doing things in virtual reality 
and yet experience the effect 

is the emerging tool in education 
combining the advantage of 

explicit and tacit knowledge 
theory and practice 

 
Simulation transcends the boundary 

between the known 
and the new to explore 
and emphasise learning 

actively involving the learner 
 

Education has always been 
virtual reality 

as opposed to learning by doing 
in world outside the school 

 
Modern education is also interactive 

dialog  
in the classroom 

 
The advantage of good simulation tools is 

that they handle 
…complex 
…holistic 
…systems 

and that everybody in the classroom 
can be in intense dialog 

simultaneously 
…experiencing 

…training 
…testing 

their new knowledge 
individually 
and together 

 
Being familiar with simulation 

makes learning on demand 
in the situation 

much more versatile 
 

 

Power of example 
Every day 

children remind us 
about the power of example 

they don’t do what we tell them to do 
but imitate us 

 
Power of example 

is the way we have learned 
since the dawn of time 
learning from masters 

transmitting tacit knowledge 
 

Action implies importance 
you show what you believe in 

by doing it 
 

The power of example  
is the key to the importance of 

…colleagues 
…class mates 

…teachers 
as role models in learning 

 
Don’t attempt to deny 

the power of your example 
it doesn’t work to say in a furious way 

”I’m not angry” 
 

Global media 
create virtual role models 

like Lara Croft 
confusing learning by example 

as you can’t possibly do or be like them 
as they are not real 

 
You will never know if  

virtual role models 
are successful in real life 

or only in the media 
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Comprehension 
You have most likely had an 

”aha” experience 
a sudden understanding 

like a flash of genius 
 

The brilliant moment of learning is this  
quantum leap 

 
Comprehension 

is like reinventing 
 

Of course 
reinventing is easier than 

inventing 
as the teacher can guide you towards 

explicit comprehension 
 

Comprehension 
is the tool for transference of 

knowledge 
from one domain to another 

getting ready for 
mature creativity  

 
Additional knowledge 

becomes corrections to your paradigm 
 

But after a while 
learning gets slower 

because there are many  
incoherencies and  

contradictions 
in your knowledge 

 
You are now ready for a new 

”aha” experience 
and who knows 

next time it might be a real 
discovery 

 
Life is experienced forward 
but understood backward 

 
Comprehension reduces chaos in the 

brain 
connects information more efficiently 

making relations more  
…explicit 

…accessible 
and easier to use 

 

Scientific scales 
Everything can be reduced to physics 

even our minds 
but that doesn’t tell us 

what we think 
or why 

 
Science describe issues on different 

scales 
 

Zoomed out scales can describe things 
 that are invisible on the zoomed in 

scales 
while the zoomed in scales describe 

things in a: 
...precise 

...quantitative 
...documented 

...proven 
way 

 
The most zoomed out scale is 

philosophy, ethics 
science about the world of ideas 

describing almost entirely qualitatively 
with a precision in logics 
but impossible to prove 

 
Sociology and economics 

science about the large systems 
describe society with the same methods 

as 
biology 

chaos theory and statistics 
 

Psychology 
science about minds 

describes in qualitative terms 
mostly on an individual scale 

 
Biology 

science about the living  
describes species and eco systems 
using chaos theory and statistics 

 
Physics and chemistry 

the most zoomed in close science 
describes quantity with great precision 

using the classic mathematic. 
 

No science is better or more prestigious 
you just need the right tool 

to describe a specific problem 
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Professionalism 
Professionalism is what we know how to 

do 
according to norms 

 
I am happy trusting professional 

…pilots 
…medical doctors  

and other professionals  
with my life in their hands 

 
Professionalism is also to recognise 

what you don’t know 
and who knows 

 
Always ask professionals 

their opinion about your inventions 
ask them to evaluate  

your creations  
within their disciplines 

using their paradigm 
”state of art” knowledge 

experiences from their discipline 
even tacit knowledge 

and common sense 
 

Their objections are valuable 
guiding you to improve the invention 

until objectors are convinced 
 

Professional advice in one discipline can 
be 

unprofessional in other disciplines 
within a different paradigm 

 
Creative people 

are professionals in 
whatever 

nobody knows 
yet 

 

 (non-) disciplines 
We academics 

invent problems  
which we are the best ones to solve 

 
Disciplines cuts the problems into pieces 

 
If you can’t explain the  

…remaining  
…unexplainable 

…non disciplinary part 
it is considered 
not important 

or become the problem of somebody else 
 

R&D within the paradigm 
is financed because success is 

predictable 
but outside the paradigm 

you risk that there are no solution  
within deadline 

 
When failure is prohibited 

few dare 
experiments 

 
It’s a paradox 

that the objects of science 
the problems 

get ever more complex 
while the disciplines get more specialised 

narrow 
 

The field outside one discipline grows 
faster 

than we get wiser 
leaving it to innovative network 

of people understanding each others 
code 

in concurrent processes 
to solve the real problems 

trans-disciplinary 
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Hypertext and 
relations 

“Seeing is believing” 
The tangible things are easy to see 

but the relations 
…interaction 
…“feed back”” 

…synergy 
…in symbioses 

are often more important 
 

New tools 
vital to the new learning process 

like: 
…hypertext 
…mind maps 

…relation maps 
…concept maps 

all make relations visible 
 

Predicting 
…observing 
…explaining 
…processes 

is a portal to 
training in system dynamics 

describing complex cause effect loops 
 

Networking could replace 
class 

and projects should transcend 
…discipline 

…age 
…gender 

 
There is often a 

window of opportunity  
in learning processes 

don’t miss it 

 

Empathy 
Empathy 

ability to share another persons 
feelings 

putting oneself in an other persons 
place 

testing symmetry and fairness in 
decisions 

is a core competence for 
…network builders 

…entrepreneurs 
…innovators 

 
Empathy and 

ethics 
are closely related 

 
Empathic persons 

focused on understanding others 
usually acts more ethical 

than those who do not 
observe or appreciate 

what they do to others 
 

You need empathy 
to extend 

and strengthen 
relations 

in networks 
and in the market place 

 
Learning is based on the same ability to 

…observe 
…listen 
…watch 

…ask 
…investigate 

…recapitulate 
as empathy 

 
Imagining you are somebody else 

is a very good exercise 
in creativity 

 
Mastering empathy 

is half way to emotional intelligence 
making the right things happen  

in a social context 
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Golf competition 
Competition 

even comparison 
between people 

provokes 
…jalousie 

…envy 
…revenge 

 
Why not do as in golf 

compete with yourself 
improve your handicap 

play better 
 

Imagine a school 
where you score marks 

on your improvement 
rather than your position 

in the race 
 

The real issue is  
avoiding losers 

those who stop running 
because they are already too far  

behind 
 

Running against yourself 
you can decide to win 

 
Running against others 

they might decide you lose 
 

The success of any 
…partnership 
…community 

…corporation 
…society 

is to encourage everybody 
to contribute their best 

 
Running against yourself creates 

more winners 
and fewer losers 

while the normal competition 
create a few global winners 

and billions of losers 

 

Search 
When you search for information 

to solve a problem 
document a solution 

se what others have done 
you often need part of the solution 

so come up with the good 
search words 

 
When you have made a discovery 

or invention 
or maybe only a reinvention 

you know how to describe 
what you are looking for 

so well  
that you can find more 

 
Internet and libraries 

are gold mines for those who know  
what they are looking for 

and a jungle 
for those who don’t 

 
Knowledge you are looking for 

will often confirm  
your specific understanding 

as the way you search 
doesn’t lead you to  

alternative opinions 
 

Try instead 
to let go 

forget about gold mining 
specialise in recognising knowledge 

of quality 
and let the answers come to you 

let coincidence guide you 
sieve the gold out of the stream 

 
The knowledge you find sieving 
the fast stream of information 

will be more inspiring 
surprising 

and if you are lucky 
it might change your hypothesis  

and challenge your paradigm 
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Test 
Theory is good 

but praxis is the measure of success 
…does it work? 
test your ideas 

first on yourself 
does it feel good? 

do you like the result? 
does it create enthusiasm? 

a better life? 
 

Something is impossible to test because 
 it is too dangerous to you 

or for a different kind of users 
 

Anyway  
have it tested  

as soon as possible 
in real life 

or simulators 
in a way where you can feel the results 

with all your senses 
also the sixth one 

…sense it with your fingers 
…taste it 
…smell it 

…listen to it 
…stare at it 

 
Create a feed back loop 

idea-test-evaluation-idea 
because the loop shows you what works 

and what doesn’t work 
and thus need more creativity 

 
Testing is part of thinking 

a dialog between  
the brain and its brain child 

between the product and others minds 
creatively bypassing you conscious self 

 
When your product starts working 

you know how to do it 
throw it away and start over again 

 
Evaluations should include 

…emotions 
…mood 

…adventure 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SPACE 
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Room for creativity 
We are in the middle of a shift in 

paradigm 
from the belief in 

”Form follows function” 
to a Darwinist paradigm of evolutions 

where buildings are alive 
inspiring space for expression of 

life 
 

Creativity is a feed back process between 
…sensing 

…subconscious associations 
…praxis 

…logical evaluation 
 

In the physical space 
we receive more sensorial 

impressions  
via more senses 

creating more associations 
than anywhere in cyberspace 

 
Buildings for creativity should be 

sensual 
with a multitude of 

…melodic 
…rhythmic 
…harmonic 

spaces 
 

Buildings should provide spaces for all 7 
intelligences 

…structure and geometry 
…dialog 

…spatial challenges 
…acoustic comfort 

…room for meditation 
…meeting places 

…space for physical activity 
 

Spaces could also be townscapes 
The old city centres are an 

…impressive 
…multitude of 

…sensual 
…spaces 

 
The architects of this new paradigm are 

Alto, Gaudi, Hundertwasser, Utzon, 
Gehry, Groff, Prince, Makovecz, 

Hasagawa, Mozuna 

 

Buildings are 
intellectual capital 

Intellectual capital 
the value of  
…competence 

…collaboration 
…innovation and 

…customer relations 
is more valuable for a company 

than the trading price of its real estate 
 

Intellectual capital is enhanced in 
buildings tailored to: 

...values 

...visions 
...strategy 
...stories 

of an organisation 
with spaces for collaboration 

structures for sharing knowledge 
 

The building is by itself  
customer relation 

a proud logo 
on an attractive location 

 
Good architecture can promote 

…corporate culture 
…enthusiasm 
…creativity 

 
Healthy buildings 
mean less illness 

and fewer winter depressions 
 

Looking at buildings as intellectual 
capital 

shifts focus from expenses 
to: 

...brand value 
...stock value 
...innovation 
...invention 

…collaboration 
architecture as an asset 
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Multimedia art 
Art is a sublime communication from 

subconsciousness to subconsciousness 
difference making a difference 

a sign of things to come 
 

Buildings communicate directly  
with the users subconsciousness 

 
Architects can tell a touching story 

creating sensual space  
using sensual materials 

 
The best are narrated by architects  

who trust their feelings and intuition 
 

Many think of architecture a mega 
sculptures 

but sculptures are usually static 
 

In our ICT age 
architecture should be dynamic 

interactive multimedia 
 

Architecture is measured with our senses 
and evaluated subconsciously: 
…psychologically cold or warm 

materials 
and colours 

…pleasant to touch 
…safe and healthy 

…odour or scent 
…calm and harmonic 

…dynamic disharmonic 
 

Adventures in a field of tension between 
…space 

…materials 
…nature 
…light 

…townscape 
and last but not least  

yourself 
 

The fashionable, contemporary, effect 
hunting, manic stylish wear down 

as buildings are usually experienced 
over and over again 

 
The ambition is “cult” movie 

rather than commercial 

 

After ”new office” 
”new office” is defined by  

…divisions 
…sections 

…departments 
in the hierarchic organisation 
designed for top down control 

and for those who like “positions” 
fortifying them to win internal battles 

at meetings where you decide 
 what (others) should do 

like tribal chiefs have done for 
millenniums 

 
As a ”desktop officer”  

you have a place 
chained to the desktop computer 

 and a hard wired telephone 
a physical coordinate  

where colleagues and letters can find 
you 

a modern version either of 
the monks cell in the monastery 

or bureaucratic equivalence of the 
factory: 

the open plan office 
 

Imagine an office 
where shelves become obsolete 

because papers shrink into the computer 
that disappears into the mobile phone 

 
Imagine you talk 

with your computer 
and each other 

and present pictures wireless on the 
wall 

making the desk top obsolete 
 

Your colleagues 
your network 

are the reason to meet 
because together you can accomplish 

more  
 

Imagine the office as a pedestrian city 
centre 

 where you move around 
meet 

do things together 
create activity and synergy 

”management by walking around” 
in an entirely new meaning 
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Network office 
Your workplace could be designed for 

creativity 
around the task and client 

for a collaborative network of 
competent people 

”communities of practice” 
 

Imagine an office around the arena for 
…casual meetings 

…debates 
…interaction 

 
Surrounded by rooms for tasks and 

clients 
with their concurrent engineering  

net-workshop in the centre 
designed for collaborative 

parallel creativity 
a solution centre 

 
Surrounded by niches for meeting 

for real close collaboration 
concentrated innovation 

in a multitude of gestalts 
 

Decorated with inspiring objects 
a knowledge bazaar 

 
A fractal repetition of the network 

theme 
…dynamic 
…mobile 

…connecting 
…holism 

 
Such a creative office is much more like a 

…home 
…café 
…town 

…science centre 
 

A multitude of adventures 
space you positively choose to enter 

places you thrive and prosper 
space your guests want to visit 

an attraction in itself 
a cult space 

 

Resort 
Imagine that the new network office is 

like a resort 
…with large indoor pool 

…all kind of sport facilities 
…conference and multimedia facilities 

focusing on physical activities 
a healthy soul in a healthy body 

 
Imagine this next generation office 

is the centre 
of a resort like village 

where all the networkers 
and their families lives 

connected by glass covered streets 
 

Imagine that the local school 
share these facilities 

instead of having separate facilities for 
…work 

…school 
…home 

 
Imagine the size of each dwelling 

change with time 
using hotel rooms 

and small dwellings for youngsters 
and senior citizens 

distributed among the dwellings 
as jokers in the game 

 
Imagine the resort sharing cars 

trough their own rental company 
and supporting most services as 

…rent 
…lease 

 
Imagine this village of 1000 people being 

dense to reduce footprint in nature 
and green to be natural 

 
Imagine the resort 

next to  
…open land 

…beach 
…forest 

and yet close to transportation
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Ateliers 
The real physical room is 

space for praxis 
we can read a cooking book on the 

Internet 
but in the physical space we can  

…cook 
…smell 
…bite in 

and taste the food 
 

We can communicate with architecture 
…sense it 
…shape it 

…colour it 
…decorate it 

 
Meeting rooms and auditoriums  
are designed for presentations 

of whatever is already documented 
 

Blackboards have technically developed 
via whiteboard and overhead projectors 

to 
IT projectors and large flat screens 

but they are still used to teach 
mostly one way 

 
Broadcast: 

…TV 
…commercials 

…lectures 
…leaders 

fight for attention 
 

But creativity is about  
…participation 

…dialog 
in ateliers 

where we build physical and virtual 
models 

sharing visions and knowledge 

 

Eternal environment 
Subconscious associations 

eternal moods 
instinctive pleasures 

flowers 
water 

radiant sun light 
flames from the fire 

colours of the sunset 
 

We are animals 
light is our fuel 

biologically and physically 
we need to see sunlight to  

…produce hormones 
…strengthen the immune system 

…sleep well  
…be less sleepy during the day 

and less tempted to abuse 
…sugar 

…alcohol 
…narcotics 

 
We enjoy the: 

…chirping of birds 
…natural scents 

…fresh air 
like in a garden 

but protected against 
…cold 
…rainy 
…windy 
…noisy  

environment 
and bugs 

 
We return to nature and our eternal 

tasks when 
vacationing 

…fishing 
…hunting 

…gardening 
…building 
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Connecting people 
Buildings and townscapes 

are media 
connecting people 

 
Contact 

is more likely  
in adventurous  

...shops 

...cafés 
…on park benches 

 
People are the most exciting to watch 

…their radiation 
…costumes 

…body language 
 

As predators 
we only see a field 180 degree ahead 

so we want to sit with our backs 
protected 

at the entrance to a cave 
watching who passes by 

 
Contact is made 

…in protected areas along the path 
…at interfaces like the sidewalk café 

…seated in eye level with those  
who pass slowly by 

…exposed and with an over view 
 

When contact is made 
and connections established 

we want to be secluded 
focusing 

on the good companions 
 

This  
filter-interface 

function 
is essential in good architecture 

 

Humorous space 
Humorous space 

…informal 
…surprising 

…fun 
spaces for creativity 

 
It is difficult to be dead serious 

and creative 
 

It is difficult to be creative 
in an arrogant formal room signalling 

…order 
…power 

 
Buildings are metaphors for 

communication 
creativity grows with 

…intensity 
…critical mass 
…containment 

and yet openness for  
impressions and inspiration 

in a multitude of different rooms 
 

It is beneficial to move around 
also physically 

between  
…sensing 
…thinking 

…modelling 
…evaluation 

Movement is creative 
creativity is moving 

 
Look around for spaces where 

people are happy 
smiling and laughing 

have a dynamic body language 
move like rubber balls 

radiate energetic concentration 
relax confidently 

 
The spaces and situations are 

…(team) play 
…sport 
…dance 
…dialog 

…collaboration 
…flirt 
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Space for play 
One thing we know for sure 

we have all been kids 
 

Kids want to try thing out 
play roles 

stretch their limits 
realising who they are and what they 

can do 
 

Kids play to simulate situations 
as if they were real 

”virtual reality” 
we grown ups should also play 

try new roles 
ask questions 

find new dimensions within our selves 
like when we play theatre, music or 

football 
 

Play as kids do 
play music and play at a theatre 

different meanings of the same word 
play is serious 

simulation 
providing space for mistakes, failure, 

teasing and humour 
an essential prerequisite for creativity 

 
Space for play is 

…mystical, surprising, adventures 
…space for expression 

…community and parties 
…calm caves and oasis 

…trampolines and climbing walls 
…diversification 

…workshops for experiments 
…symbols of our culture and history 

…freedom of choice 
…healthy materials 

 
Living architecture changes with the 

users 
…opens and closes 

…grows and shrinks 
…evolves like a garden 

…facilitate the users drama 
…challenges the audience to become 

actors 
…tells stories about your preferences 

…visualise your hobbies, ambitions. 
victories 

…features fascinating tableau’s 

 

Scanning and sampling 
Euclidian geometry 

…lines 
…circles 

…right angles 
…squares 

…cubes 
…spheres 

shapes normal buildings 
 

Computers bring new potential 
fractals 

structures of the living 
design based on  

…DNA 
…variation 
…adventure 

…beauty 
 

Break out of the box 
scan in 3 D 

from humans to statues 
spider webs to roof structures 

tree structures to flexible 
constructions 

cliff texture to concrete walls 
enlarged or diminished 

twisted in x-y-z dimension 
the potential is unlimited 

 
Imagine a canyon 

a river cutting a gorge 
widening into a lake 
re-entering a gorge 

imagine that the river is the pathway and 
the lake squares 

fast and slow 
 

It is difficult to build anything but the 
Euclidian geometry 

using conventional technology 
but imagine a giant 3D printer building 

the house 
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PIONEER 

 

Pioneering 
I prefer the term pioneers to  
“change agents” and “change 

management” 
because pioneers 
“walk the talk” 

innovate rather than change 
being upfront with the staff 

heading towards a genuine goal 
 

Development makes no sense without  
shared reason 

 
Pioneers lead by example 

can handle errors 
focus on important goals 

making everybody take ownership  
keep strategic goals in mind 

undermine barriers without creation of 
fear 

and use change in end users needs 
as motivation for development 

 
Pioneers are rock steady in their goals 
and flexible in their means of getting 

there 
adjusting and creating…incentives 

…success criteria 
in order to support the 

developmentturning innovation into a 
sport 

making everybody responsible and 
committed 

 
Let those who want to lead 

show that they can 
and support them to succeed 

 
Employ people who share visions  

and enjoy development 
let colleagues find ways 

to their development bringing 
…relevant 
…inspiring 
…unusual 
disciplines  

into your organisationand connecting it 
with exciting networks 

 
Try to overcome that disappointment 

lasts longer and hurt more 
than improvements satisfy  
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Pioneer profile 
Nobody is perfect 

but it takes excellence 
to be a pioneer 

 
What do you need to learn 

to match this profile: 
 

Sharing this pioneers paradigm 
 

Innovation as core competence 
 

Trust worthy: 
…responsible 

…quality conscious 
…sincere 
…honest 

 
Network builder: 

…emphatic 
…ethical 
…sharing 
…loyal 

 
Discoverer: 
…creative 
…curious 

…enthusiastic 
…emotional 

…open minded 
…innovative 

…courageous 
 

Solution provider: 
…competent 

…cross disciplinary 
…entrepreneurial 

…ambitious 
…service minded 

 

Mission 
We need visionary 

missions 
we can approach incrementally 

like in the mobile telephone business 
integrating in prototype after prototype  
internet, dictaphone, computer, radio, TV, 

camera, camcorder 
 

The goal is qualitative  
symbiosis 

“connecting people” 
space for development 

in decades to come 
within the same mission 

 
Look at the successful ICT 

mobile phones 
e-mail, chat, SMS 

games 
they are not ”man-machine” interfaces 
they are (wo)man-(wo)man interfaces 

connecting us 
 

Shareholder mission statements like 
eight percent growth 

seven percent increased efficiency 
create no enthusiasm 

 
Something everybody supports 

”for a better world” 
is insufficient without a hint of  

how 
to get there 

 
Too specific missions 
limit your thinking 

to the well known solutions 
 

Mission statements 
should be about a goal 

for your clients 
and include a path 

to that goal 
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Window of opportunity 
Inventors 

…innovators 
…entrepreneurs 

look for the window of opportunity 
where the market is ready 

technology available 
and yet 

where the large corporations 
are too slow to move in 
because the product is 

considered outside their core business 
 

The market is ready when 
…competences 

…social culture 
…organisational rules 

are ready 
to welcome the new product 

 
Technology is ready 

when the price of the product  
and its maintenance 

is attractive 
compared to  
competing 

options 
 

You could be the next 
“Bill Gates” 

finding a market  
ready to take off 

getting the R&D for free 
and benefiting from an “IBM” 

considering “PC”  
being outside core business 

 
Many entrepreneurs 

join such races 
but few are around 

and even less are prosperous 
after a few years 

 
One could even suspect 

that the large corporations 
save on R&D in order to 

buy the survivors 
and letting the rest lose their money 

 

Generations 
Think of development 

of enterprises 
as a human life 

having an  
…incredible expanding childhood 

…maturing 
…aging 
…dying 

 
Farming started 3-4 millenniums ago 

peaked last century 
and today in the industrialised countries 

only a few percent  
produce all our food  

 
Industry started last century 

peaked around 1960 
today 10-20 percent 

produce al our goods 
 

Administration started to grow wild 
around 1960 

and peaked last decade 
and will soon be history 

 
The lifecycle of the web industry 
peaked already after five years 

 
The generations get ever shorter 

but the pattern is the same: 
entrepreneurs 

introduce a new 
winning 

technology 
and business concept 

 
Over time  

the more successful 
eat the less fortunate 

grow in size 
employ more people 

hit the saturation ceiling of the market 
focus on efficiency 

finally taking the business 
all the way 

to automation 
commodity 

and monopoly 
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Lifecycle competence 
During the lifecycle of a business 
the winning competence changes 

 
New business is started by  

pioneers 
dare devils 

who see the potential 
where nobody else sees it 

who can do things 
they are not educated to do 

as there is no education 
yet 

 
When development saturates the market 

and competition grows fierce 
comes management people 

tuff organisers 
procedure builders 

good at best practise 
backed by  

education and 
certification 

 
Next comes increasing 

monopoly 
automation 

when the business 
becomes  

commodity 
 

But even in an commodity business 
new technology 
and new services 

restart the lifecycle 
all the time 

 
The challenge for 

commodity corporations 
is to make room for 

pioneers 
or buy their products in due time 

 
The challenge for pioneers is to  

start all over again 
instead of being 

caught in bureaucracy 

 

Scripts or 
improvisation 

Organism and organisations 
are homeostatic 

struggling for equilibrium 
survival 

without change 
 

Parts can die 
without the whole organism  

or organisation dying 
individuals can be replaced in the 

hierarchy  
without changing the organisation 

 
We play a role 

but others can replace us 
we are given the part 

as long as you follow the script 
written for your organisation 

and we are replaced 
if we don’t 

 
Only the authors of the script 

can change our role 
 

That has worked for centuries 
until development gained speed 

 
Contemporary organisations are flexible 
shuffling people around within the play 
but one flexibility restricts the other 

 
The alternative to flexibility is change 

a new play 
improvisation theatre 

without scripts 
 

You play different roles  
in different situations 

which do you really enjoy? 
Try some other good roles 

to test them out 
flip from  

…devils advocate to optimist 
…sensible to emotional 
…efficient to creative 

..fast to deep 
who knows 

you might find your self in one of the new 
roles 
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Immune defence system 
Consider the similarities 

between the immune system 
and thinking 

 
Until you are familiar 

with a perception 
or theory 

you most likely 
reject your senses 

just like that  
 

Consider the similarities 
between the immune system 

and organisations 
 

New ideas 
products 
services 

are almost by definition 
neither core business 
nor core competences 

and thus none of our business 
 

Consider the similarities 
between the immune system 

and conservatism 
rejecting 

everything 
unknown 

 
These kinds of immune reactions 

are barriers to development 
 

Some immune reactions 
save us 

and some create allergic reactions 
or kill us like scleroses and asthma 

 
HIV / AIDS overcomes immune defence 

mutating faster than the immune system 
 

Cancer is stealth 
to the immune system 

 
Maybe these strategies 

can be used to create positive results 
for innovation 

 

Power (less) 
Sail yachts advance in head wind 

you can thrive on criticism 
using it to improve your competence 

even when its not friendly 
 

Many confront inventions with criticism 
because they are not inventive 

”we have tried that, it didn’t work” 
 

Ask them exactly what went wrong 
like investigators after a plane crash 

 
No failure is enough 

to prove anything impossible 
 

Others might exclude your idea from the 
agenda with comments like: 

”we don’t do this in our corporation 
”this is not our core business” 

Just find somebody else as partner 
 

Economy is often used against new ideas 
in spite of the obvious fact that 

 new ideas are powering our economy 
 

All destructive criticism is a symptom of 
lack of competence 

if people had the competence 
their objection would be helpful and 

constructive 
 

Help them to see opportunities 
create confidence in the process 

lead them by the hand  
instead of getting hurt and angry 

 
Powerful people can often be  

powerless 
when they can’t find solutions 

 
The key to them is 

solutions 
 

Success is the ultimate argument 
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Make alliances 
Development 

…demand new competences 
…break with proven routines 

…threaten existing structures of power 
 

Development is risky 
if you succeed the future is bright 

if you don’t you future might be in ruins 
 

But if everybody does nothing 
your business 

is out of business 
 

Create confidence that you will indeed  
succeed 

rather than making golden promises 
in case you succeed 

 
Start with the things you can influence 

and extend your  
“circle of influence” 
whenever you succeed 

 
Good references  

is the best way of creating confidence 
so be bold enough to stop 

when you expect an experiment to fail 
 

Navigate hierarchy 
avoid getting trapped in one 
section/division/department 

because that makes you 
the enemy of all the other sections 

head straight for the decision makers 
 

Be happy to share the honour of success 
or nobody will run the risk of supporting 

you 
well aware  

that most organisations 
punish failure much more 
than success is rewarded 

 
The best alliance in development 

is the end user 
who’s not subject to your boss 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NETWORKING 
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Networks everywhere 
When you understand the functionality 

of networks: 
…symbiosis 

...exchanging knowledge 
...coordination 

...distribution of resources 
...alliances about mutual beneficial 

solutions 
...pooling competences 

you see networks 
everywhere 

 
We humans are a 

network 
from the single cell organism  

networking in our cells 
over the cells networking in organs 

networking in our nervous system 
and in the immune system 
coordinated in the brain 

a giant network of neurons 
 

We humans are also participating in many 
networks 
…family 
…friends 

…colleagues 
…neighbours 
…communities 

…society 
…mankind 

 
The workplace  
is a network 

within networks 

 

Networks are clubs 
Networks are like partnership 
however driven voluntary by 

enthusiasm, curiosity and confidence 
 

Networks are fuelled by 
”difference making a difference” 

a window towards other disciplines 
exciting people 
new potential 

 
Networks are fun 

for us who like to get together 
and have a good time 

 
Networks should be like clubs 

connecting people 
also in real life 

 
There is always somebody in a large 

network 
having something to share  

by mail or on virtual conferences 
providing some 

”permission marketing” 
catching the attention 

but don’t ever distribute commercials 
they kill networks 

 
The large networks can develop into 

clubs 
where people develop 
trust and confidence 

connecting across the borderline 
of corporation and discipline 

 
Networks can be small and intensive 

with real dialog 
sharing tacit knowledge and strong 

emotions 
demanding a lot of engagement and 

effort 
 

To survive 
any network needs a leader 

a soul burning for the network 
provoking everybody to do their outmost 

creating exciting events 
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Gifts 
The most important things in life  

you receive as a gift 
…love 

…friendship 
…honour 
…trust 

…respect 
 

That is something you can  
neither buy nor steal 

only deserve 
by giving it 

 
You cannot achieve it in isolation 

only in relation to others 
in mutual 

interaction 
 

Superficially  
an affair looks like love 

acquaintance looks like friendship 
celebrity looks like honour 
smartness looks like wisdom 

power looks like respect 
but the real thing 

grows in  
mutual 

sympathy 
 

The real thing is a delicate  
living thing 

 
You kill it if you are 

…scrupulous 
…greedy 

…exploiting it 
…lying 

or being too smart 
 

Giving 
creates network and friendship 

 

Common 
When you connect two containers 

water flows from the higher level to the 
lower 

 
Many corporations firmly believe 
that the level is higher in their 

organisation 
that their knowledge is so unique 
that they need locked doors and 

confidentiality 
and that you can gain knowledge  

without sharing it 
 

Imprisoning people in isolation 
makes people crazy from 

lack of feed back 
 

How can anybody expect isolation to be 
successful 

 in a R&D department? 
 

There are 6 billion people out there 
daily adding more sites to the Internet 

than you could read in a lifetime 
daily printing more professional text 

than you could ever read 
so even if you are smarter than the 

average 
the level is higher outside your 

container 
 

Open source 
networking  

is the alternative to locked doors and 
“need to know” management  

 
Consider your knowledge part of a 

common 
where ideas and knowledge grow and 

think of your corporation as the place 
where knowledge is transformed into 

money 
 

When the doors are opened 
the challenge is  
..to learn faster 

and turn knowledge into products 
faster than your competitors 

 
But of course 

we all have secrets 
The art is to keep them down to the 

strictly essential 
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Open source 
Information is available for free 

almost unlimited 
 

Creativity grows when shared like  
…love 

…friendship 
and knowledge 

but only if the dialog is 
constructive 
in solidarity 

 
Open source builds on  

”law of increasing returns” 
 

The value of a  
…telephone 

…fax 
…email  

increase exponential 
 the more people who are in the network 

same thing with knowledge and creativity 
the more people thinking together 

the wilder it becomes 
one word makes association to the next 

one idea gives birth to the next 
 

In the present 
self made 

“a brand called me” society 
network and friendship 

is the Archimedean point 
in a fluid world 

 
Networks are the space where we share 

...values 
…emotion 

…language 
…sensing 
…dreams 

 
A network develops you when it  

…has confidence in you 
…supports you  

…encourage you 
 

But networks can also lock you in 
concrete 

if it expects you to stay in the role  
you usually play
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ALLIANCE 

 

Intellectual capital 
Intellectual capital 

the value of the company 
…competence 

…customer relation 
…procedure and knowledge tools 

…intellectual property 
 explains why the share value 

can be several times larger than 
book value 

for brand building companies 
or new .com enterprises 

 
Imagine a company being 

pure intellectual capital 
possessing nothing 

leasing and renting everything of 
book value 

focusing on being a global knowledge 
brand 

 based upon 
…the best global minds 

...with a true pioneer approach 
…ethical win-win dialog with their 

clients 
…procedures and knowledge tools 

complying with 
 this new pioneers paradigm 
…inventing and innovating  

new processes, services and products 
focusing on intellectual property 

 
That’s is what this chapter is all about 

the intellectual capital alliance 
uniting free pioneers 

in a community of practise more  
…mutual obligating  

…democratic 
…ethical 

than ever before 
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Community of practice 
Knowledge is developed 

in communities of practice 
a kind of friendship 

and informal network 
between people sharing interest 

and paradigm 
making exchange of knowledge 

particularly fruitful 
 

Communities of practice 
are bottom up 

out of control of 
…hierarchy 

…corporation 
..bureaucracy 

 
The strength of communities of 

practice 
is that receivers choose 

to ask for knowledge 
learn 

and adapt new paradigms 
from those they  

…trust 
…admire 

 
The really valuable knowledge is 

in the heads of pioneers 
with a new paradigm 

only backward compatible with the 
corporate paradigm 

 
Limitation of knowledge management 

is  
that the receiver 

controls the learning process 
and that the corporation 

hardly interpret the entire message 
as it is expressed in a new paradigm 

 
So when knowledge creators leave 

knowledge only stay 
within the minds of people 

who shared paradigm and practice 
with the creator 

and they most like leave too

 

Core competence and 
partnership 

Core competence is not  
"what we usually do" 

but 
what others think we are particularly 

good at 
 

You need partners 
to solve a complex problem 

partners who 
can identify themselves with the problem 

and together  
solve the entire problem  

throughout the value chain 
in symbiosis 

within one organisation 
alliance 

with shared interest in the final result 
”marriages” 

and with the one with the key to success 
leading the project 

 
One project should be one team 

with one budget 
and one leader 

 
The entire team  

should comprehend the whole problem 
and speak the professional language 

of each other 
staying connected 

 
The team should be as small as possible 

know each other well 
and evolve along the evolution of the 

task 
 

Large corporations 
with core competence  
for the entire process 

has a competitive  
advantage in their internal networks 

but usually a disadvantage  
in external networks 
being too proprietary 
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Who can? 
You have a fairly specific dream 

about great deed 
and achievements 

 
You need the team who can do it 

like in the fairy tales 
those with X-ray vision 

those faster than the wind 
with magical gifts 

always recognisable by their results 
and their visions 

 
When you find this team 

you can (net)work miracles 
 

It is important that the team has 
competence for all challenges 

that you are musketeers 
trust each other 

share ethics 
understand each others language 

across disciplinary boundaries 
 

Invest energy 
and emotions 

in making friends 
before you start the journey 
the project is not just a task 

to be solved  
quick and dirty 

 
Be aware that 

creativity conquers new territory 
considering and testing  

your teams ability to act  
where there is not yet procedures 

 

Power and 
responsibility 
Power and responsibility 

are two sides of the same coin 
 

If you have power 
somebody has delegated you this power 

and holds you responsible 
for the results 

shareholders delegate power to the 
board 

who delegates power to the CEO 
who delegates it to the other managers 

 
The more responsible people are 

the less power is needed to guide them 
and where less power is used 

people become more responsible  
 

It is your choice  
if the description above is a 

vicious circle or a 
virtuous circle 

 
The true advantage of democratic 

societies is  
that the more we understand  

why we do as we do 
and agree upon the goals 

the less guidance and control is 
necessary 

and the more powerful we become 
 

The worst thing is  
to accept responsibility 

without having the appropriate power 
delegated 

 
…even worse 

to serve irresponsible power people 
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Growing responsibility 
Have you ever considered the proximity 

between the words 
responsibility 

response ability? 
 

In the feudal times 
work was a necessity to survive 

and the powerful  
could force people to work 
because they did not need 

responsibility competence, collaboration  
 

With large investments 
in machines and factories 

responsibility and collaboration 
became more important 

 
You don’t trust a million $ machine 

to a slave 
so the balance shifted slowly 

from brute force to reward and salary 
 

In the administrative bureaucratic 
époque 

good decisions became worth millions 
loyalty and responsibility were needed 

and a hierarchy of positions 
added recognition to rewards like 

status symbols and adventures 
 

In the new creative network economy 
with ultimate responsibility 
entrepreneurship and ethics 

and extraordinary competence 
creativity and innovation  

is needed 
 

Work is more or less automated 
and we need to sell services on the 

market 
add value and adventure to products 

customise services, products, processes 
in collaboration with the customer 

integrating psychology in the design 
 

Knowledge pioneers 
prefer freedom and importance 

to positions and money 

 

Time 
Clocks are useful 

for synchronisation 
when you want to meet somebody 

 
Scientist measure time with a clock 

economist measure time in money 
but for the rest of us time is more 

complicated 
a brilliant moment 

or traumatic episode 
last forever 

while most things are soon forgotten 
 

When we are deeply occupied  
time flies by 

but time moves at a snails pace 
when we are waiting 

 
Exponential development is measured in  

doubling time 
…knowledge in ten years 

…technology in five years 
…computer power in 1½ years 

…data communication in half a year 
 

These times scales are so different 
that we need to consider  

shifting balance between technologies 
and changing priorities 

due to one thing  
becoming obsolete  in years 

while others last for centuries 
 

Do cows only produce milk when milked 
or also when grassing on the field? 

 
Is creative time 

the split second you got your flash of 
genius 

or the years you have been thinking 
about the problem? 

 
Creativity has its own time 

when time is right 
the capacity of the brain charged 

the flash of genius sparks 
Creative is not measured in time but in: 

“difference making a difference” 
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Work paradox 
Imagine you enter a car dealers shop 

He offers you a choice between 
a computer made car 

made in eight working hours 
a hand made car 

made in eight thousand hours 
 

He explains to you 
that the workers who made it 

by hand 
worked really hard 
even during holidays 

and hardly saw their families 
while making your car 

that they were loyal and devoted 
 

You ask why they didn’t use modern tools 
…computers 

…robots 
and he explains 

that they didn’t have the time 
to gain competence 
or invent new tools 

they were too busy making your car 
 

Assuming the cars are exactly equal 
quality 

Would you pay the 7992 extra man hours? 
 

Probably not 
as you compare the product 
the result of the process 

 
But most large organisation 
pay for loyalty and devotion 

long working hours 
rather than for results 

because they lack a measure 
for results 

 
Measuring results in hours 

is like using the thermometer in the car 
for navigation 

 
The paradox is that our customers 

our selves as customers 
use the measure of results 

buying value for money 
without caring about work hours 

 

Intrapreneurship 
Democratic free enterprise 

has proved more efficient than 
planed economy 
among nations 

 
Among the hundred largest economies 

49 are countries 
and 51 are private enterprises 

 
Imagine the potential 

if these enterprises became 
democratic 

with internal entrepreneurs 
intrapreneurs 

 
The first step is the internal market 

changing internal free services 
to services sold 

on open market conditions 
making the services more competitive 

 
The next step is 

making the customer king 
relating customers and intrapreneurs 

directly 
changing the enterprise 
into a venture capitalist 

 
What is left is something like 

NIKE 
Virgin 
Cisco 

a brand 
investing in innovation 

a portal selling services and 
products 

outsourcing production to 
…subcontractors 
…entrepreneurs 
…intrapreneurs 

 
The next step is reducing the power of 

shareholders 
Cisco has always kept their profit 

leaving only increasing share value 
to the shareholders 

New enterprises might go even 
further 

having the intrapreneurs as investors 
like in alliances 
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Brand 
In the good old days we 

knew the carpenter and blacksmith 
knew their strength and shortcomings 

their reputation 
 

In a global world 
producers are complete strangers 

except for brands 
the global currency of 

confidence and reputation 
 

You trust brands to deliver quality 
saving the effort 

of comparative tests 
trust brands to be your guide to: 

...fashion 
...high technology 

...lifestyle 
 

You make brands the signal of 
who your trust 

the subculture you want to belong to 
who you want to be compared to 

who you adore 
 

You cannot create a brand 
only encourage and deserve 

the branding from your customers 
 

Customers can use shopping 
to force brands to act ethically 

 
Branding is making somebody trust 

that you are especially good 
 

If you are the only one believing 
you are the new Napoleon 

you end up in custody 
if you make at lot believe it 

and control the media 
you end up as 

prime minister in Italy 
 

Branding is the only way of 
making money on commodities 

sometimes using accumulated confidence 
to sell overprices junk

 

Relations 
Business is ever more about relations 

…within the company 
…with network and partners 

…with customers and end users 
…between end user and product 

 
In this new business environment 

hit and run actions 
selling junk 

earning fast money 
does not work 

 
The alliance paradigm 

building long term relationship 
marriages 

goes together with business concepts 
like: 

…leasing rather than sale 
…solutions rather than consultancy 

…processes rather than products 
…customizing rather than mass 

production 
 

Building steady relations 
trust 

among end users 
demands new competences 

…empathy 
…networking 
…relations 
…integrity 

 
If you let the customer down 

fool him with high maintenance cost 
bad performance 

or refuse to repair broken parts 
you lose him for good 

 
This customer power 
can be enhanced by 

consumer organisations 
reviewing and publishing performance 

on the internet 
 

The future will be segmented in 
companies 

who care about reputation and relations 
ethics 

and those who don’t 
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Social responsibility 
Great challenges of decades to come are: 
…upgrading to symbiosis with computers 

…lifting developing countries out of 
poverty 

…using less resources in a healthier way 
 

Brand is becoming ever more important 
and ever more vulnerable to be ruined 

Your satisfied customers brand you 
and the dissatisfied can ruin it 

overnight 
 

Bad products 
bacteria in the Perrier water 

costing a thousand times tap water 
used to be the way to ruin a brand 

but Shell sinking of a polluting drill 
platform 

or the pharmaceutical industry attack 
on  

Nelson Mandela 
are just as suicidal 

 
The customers demand ethics 

without compromise 
 

When Microsoft was accused of monopoly 
their answer was a large foundation 

to fight malaria in the poorest countries 
 

Intrapreneurship 
increases the economic risk in everyday 

life 
so intrapreneur enterprises should 

provide 
risk coverage for the new partners 

and investment support for the 
established 

 
To deserve loyalty 

intrapreneur enterprises need to provide 
help to those partners who need it: 

…the ill 
…pregnant 

…parent with ill kids 
…intrapreneurs with a dying family 

member 
 

Ethical decisions can cost the 
intrapreneur 

but unethical decisions cost the victims 
and the entire brand 

that is another good reason to have 
“ethical council” 

involved in all decisions 

 

Constitution 
 

An intrapreneur alliance is 
an upside down corporation 

as intrapreneurs get the full revenue 
and pay for services 

 
It is like VISA and Star Alliance 
that has to justify its existence 

adding value to its partners 
 

Alliances need rules for survival 
a constitution 

granting rights and duties for 
intrapreneurs 

expressing the ethics of the brand 
and separating power between 

…parliament of intrapreneurs deciding 
the rules 

 and electing the president 
…president and intrapreneurs managing 

business 
…ethical council negotiating and 

settling disputes 
 

The constitution should be based on: 
…quality understood as a relation 

between 
 product and end user 

…freedom encouraging initiative 
…social and environmental 

responsibility 
…dynamics in open source networks 

 
Constitution should encourage 

…enthusiasm and creativity 
…empathy and caring 

 
Constitution should limit the cardinal 

sins 
…anger 
…pride 
…lust 

..laziness 
…greed 
…envy 
…fury 
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Ethical council 
Court 

judgement 
punishment and prison 

are not likely to work in an alliance 
 

We need prevention rather than cure 
wise persons 

…participating in writing the contract 
…following all decisions 

…mediating in all potential conflicts 
always trying to create win-win 

situations 
 

This “ethical counsellor” should be a 
very 

…experienced 
…creative person 

seeing win-win opportunities 
where other see conflict 

 
The “ethical counsellor” 

is responsible for the corporate brand 
and the branding by the customers 

 
Customers evaluation 

negotiated with the “ethical counsellor” 
to make sure it is fair to the 

intrapreneur 
 

The ”Ethical council” 
is responsible for encouraging 

learning ethical issues 
including the constitution 

 
Intrapreneur apprentices 

are licensed authority as intrapreneurs 
after approval by the ethical council 

based on the intrapreneurs 
…examination test 

…prior work results 
…peer recognition 

…individual customer branding 
…record as subcontractor 

 
Advice and decisions by the counsellor 

respects the constitution 
and can be tried at the ethical council 
where all the counsellors are present 

 
Counsellors are elected by parliament 

 but only council can dismiss counsellors

 

President and 
parliament 

The president 
is elected for 4 years 

by the parliament of intrapreneurs to 
…build the brand 

…propose strategic actions 
…create strategic connections 

leaving responsibility for the economy 
to the intrapreneurs 

 
Imagine a leader 

superior among peers 
chosen 

…granted commitment 
…mandate 

from the intrapreneurs: 
hierarchy upside down 

 
The support of the intrapreneurs are 

vital 
so presidential election should continue 
until a majority of the potential voters 

support the new president 
and the parliament of intrapreneurs 

can elect a new president 
if a majority of voters 

are dissatisfied with the present 
 

The parliament 
propose and approve 

standard contracts and conditions 
also for social and environmental 

obligations 
for all intrapreneurs to follow 

 
Decisions of both 

president and parliament 
can be tried by the “Ethical council” 

if they violate the constitution 
 

This division of power 
leaves nobody with absolute power above 

the law 
and has proved to minimise 

…bad 
…biased 

…corrupt 
decisions 

in democracies 
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Alliance § 
§1 

All partners are free and equal and 
have one vote in parliament of partners 

§2 
Trust and integrity should never be 

compromised 
§3 

Power is distributed between 
1. Parliament of partners deciding 

rules and standards and electing 
president 

2. The president is responsible for 
brand building 

3. Ethical council responsible for 
fair win-win collaboration 

§4 
Collaboration among partners and with 

clients should be fair win-win 
§5 

Partners shall support each other and 
never compete about the same task 

§6 
Partners must be approved by both 

parliament of partners and the ethical 
counsel 

§7 
Collaboration is based upon standard 

contracts approved by the parliament of 
partners 

§8 
The social responsibility is based upon 

rules approved by the parliament of 
partners 

§9 
Seed capital and investment can only be 

made in partners project and joint 
ventures 

§ 10 
The alliance does not accept foreign 

investors 
§11 

Partners can not be excluded unless 
they violate: constitution and rules, 
brand, ethics and values or duties to 

partners and/or alliance 
§12 

Parliament of partners elects a 
president for a 4 year term. The 
president is responsible to the 

parliament of partners, subject to the 
constitution and must follow decision by 
the ethical council. A 66% majority can 
dismiss the president within the election 

period 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ETHICS 
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Ethics 
The fundamental in ethics is 

…human life 
…integrity 

…human rights 
 

Man is the goal 
not means to a goal 

 
It is not ethical to use others 

as tools 
as something you shape to your needs 

and dispose of later 
 

The problem is 
ethically 

that using and exploiting people is 
exactly 

what our economical system is all about 
 

We are considered 
…workers 

…consumers 
…taxpayers 

 
A joint stock company focus on 

return on investment and share value 
leaving little room for ethics 

reducing workers and consumers to be 
means for income 

 
No wonder employees think the same way 

 
Developing countries are double victims 
as they cannot even afford to buy the 

stuff 
 

Half the global population 
gets less than 3% of the medicine 

allthough they have more illnesses 
they are weighed on the golden scale 

and found to light 

Ethical dilemma 
 

Obviously 
competition and free enterprise 

accumulating capital for investment 
has brought a tremendous wealth 

but also created a 
growing gap in wealth between 

the top and bottom 20% of nations 
150 years ago the gap was 1:2 
100 years ago it was up to 1:10 

40 years ago it was 1:30 
and now it is more than 1:60 

 
Zooming in on the nations 

a similar gap in within the population 
and among corporations 

 
So without competition 
development is too slow 

and without redistribution of wealth 
the gap grows too big 

 
With this dilemma comes a paradox 

while 10% starves 
prices on agricultural products fall 

and surplus grain is stored 
 

The cost for advertising and marketing 
is a increasing percentage of the price 

because all industries have surplus 
capacity 

as the poor billions can’t afford to buy 
 

Poverty is a main driver in 
…epidemic diseases 

…malnutrition 
…crime 

…prostitution 
and political instability 

 
All this calls for 

accumulating capital for investment 
competitive enterprise to create wealth 

combined with altruism to share it: 
…locally 

…nationally 
…globally 
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Ethical dilemma 2 
For thousand of years 

with a brief exception 2500 years ago in 
Athens 

democracy failed in nations 
until the US constitution 200 years ago 

and even then granted only to 
males of a certain age and knowledge 

 
So far democratic enterprises have 

failed 
in competition with stock companies 

because they fail to  
…accumulate capital 

…invest in new technology 
…make the necessary but unpopular 

decisions 
 

Enterprises has become stock holder 
democracy 

with a very simple constitution: 
maximise return on investment 

 
Democratic rights are usually 

…won in strikes 
…practiced in collaboration comities 

…settled in court rooms 
democracy within the class struggle 

paradigm 
 

Consider a future where 
employees become intrapreneurs 

capable of: 
…accumulation of capital 

…investment in new technology 
…making the necessary decisions  

and these intrapreneurs are stock 
holders 

in control of their company 
an alliance of intrapreneurs 

integrating ethics 
in their constitution 

 

Integrity 
Integrity is the quality of being: 

...complete 
...whole 

...unimpaired 
...honest 
...sincere 

 
How could anybody 

trust 
a person 

or an organisation 
without integrity 

 
Leadership 

based on values rather than control 
is only possible 

when the leader has integrity 
is predictable 
keeps his word  

whatever others might say 
 

In a world  
where trust is the new currency 

integrity is more important than ever 
 

The problem is however 
to make shareholders understand 

that you can’t compromise 
on integrity 

that you need to be caring 
if your brand is about 

care 
 

Brands are vulnerable to 
bigotry 

scandals 
demonstrating that the brand:  

...treats somebody badly 
...compromises on health and safety or 
...uses power to cheat others of their 

rights 
 

Behaving good to earn more money 
in the long run 

is better than behaving bad 
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Quality 
Quality is a relation between 

satisfied user and product 
 

The product is not quality until its is 
…experienced 

…sensed 
…used 

something you grow more fond of 
as years pass  

so you better make it durable 
 

Things last as long as we love them 
sufficiently to maintain them 

 
If things create affection 
if they are pieces of art 

we will to go through the hardship of  
maintenance  

 
Product lifetime decreases 

sooner 
with increasing maintenance 

and decreasing affection 
 

Think about 
…vintage cars 

…antiques 
…monuments 

things which are part your own story 
part of your  

…culture 
…social life 

artefact of your network 
 

Harley Davidson advertise 
that they produce the brand 

tattooed on most bodies 

 

Win-win 
We collaborate in many ways: 

...in situations where both parts win 
...where I win at your expense 

...or you win at my expense 
...or we both lose 

 
The only stable option is 

symbiosis 
win-win 

forget about the zero sum game 
enhance the sum in collaboration 

instead of fighting for a larger share 
 

In wars 
some lose a lot 
and some less 

but very few win 
 

Losses hurt our pride 
call for a return match 

revenge 
reduce our ability to make wise choices 

 
Motives to conquer the lions share 

greed and egoism 
is exposed with the symmetry test: 

cut the cake 
and let the one who did not cut 

choose first 
 

Do to others 
what you wish them to do to you 

 
Our experiences with other people 

good and bad 
are saved on an 

emotional account 
 

With whom do you have en emotional 
account 

with black figures 
and who has black figures on your 

account 
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Altruism 
It is neither the biggest 
nor the most powerful 

who are the fittest 
but those who prosper in the environment 

because they as species adapt fast  
to change in the environment:  

Bacteria 
 

…or because they  
are smart 

well organised 
protect their children 

share and accumulate know how 
develop tools to 

to counteract changes in the 
environment: 

Humans 
 

The strength of large organisations 
are 

…globally distributed risk 
…reduced cost of  

marketing, distribution and sale 
…discount when buying large 

quantities 
…resources for R&D 

…control over the entire value chain 
 

Strength of small creative 
organisations: 

…dynamic development and 
…enthusiasm 

 
Imagine that you could 

combine the best of both worlds 
 

Run a “search and replace” 
replace power with 

…shared vision/mission 
…trust 

…empathy 
replace rules with 

creativity 
 

Think of altruism  
as a social currency 

 
The creative organisation: 

…collaborates for a good cause 
…encourages personal development  

…and empathy 
in a multitude of different ways

 

Equality or uniformity 
Uniformity 

is like offering 
everybody 

the same size shoes 
 

Equality is offering 
everybody 
shoes that 

fits 
 

Feet are not even the least uniform 
part of us 

 
Consider 
…gender 

...psychological perception 
...intelligences 

..taste 
 

Uniformity is easy to manage 
 

Equality is hard to manage 
in a centralized way 

but imagine you make people choose 
within a budget 
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Network ethics 
Virtues in the industrial culture: 

...protestant work ethics 
...Unitarianism 

...positivistic science 
is based on the quantitative values: 

...money 
...work 

...optimisation 
...flexibility 
...stability 

 
Ethics of the network society is based on  

…quality 
…enthusiasm and emotions 

…freedom 
…making a positive difference 

…open mind 
…transcendent dynamics 

…empathy and caring 
…creativity 

 
Many of these values conflict with an 

Industrial work ethics  
disconnected from content 

“money doesn’t smell” 
work is valuable whatever you do 

as long as somebody pays 
free goods like nature, health and 

ecology  
are not part of the optimisation 

flexibility is not balanced by humanity 
stability and predictability is in conflict 

with development 
loyalty is to your superiors  

 
Paradigm of industrial society resembles 

the  
patriarch family 

the network paradigm resembles the  
modern family 

with its network of friends 
 

We want the loved ones to love us 
unconditionally 

We want to create something really 
enjoyable 

not just doing our duty 
We want to develop in curious search

 

Urgent or important 
We tend to believe we are 

important 
if we are busy 

 
Some among us get uneasy if we are not 

busy 
unless it’s scheduled like 

holidays 
 

I’m not suggesting that you are busy 
because busy-ness 

business 
is an excuse providing 

…choice 
to avoid unpleasant: 

...situations 
...and work 

 
Signal value is high 
everybody wants you 

your competence 
your capacity 

 
But are the things we are busily occupied 

with 
important 

or just urgent 
 

Urgent tasks are often 
the priority of 

the most demanding 
getting it their way 

 
Importance is different 

it comes from within 
from priorities 

…values 
…strategy 

…ethics 
and hopefully altruism 
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Choice 
Creativity without selection is chaos 

selecting without creativity is 
conservatism 

choice is navigation towards the goal 
choosing the important dream 

the right partners 
noticing your good luck 

seeking inspiration 
being open minded 

 
Ethics and values guide our choices 

…good, bad or even evil 
…important or just urgent 

…healthy or dangerous 
…beautiful or ugly 

…comfortable or painful 
…free or forced 

 
Choice are often subconscious 

we have a gut feeling 
tense muscles 

the hair rises down our necks 
 

Our body is part of our thinking 
don’t fool yourself 

believing your choices are purely 
rationale 

what about last time you bought a car? 
you didn’t choose the love of your life 

rationally 
except in marriages of convenience 

 
Choosing intuitively 

we use much more of our brain 
our brain network 100 billion neurons 
but we can keep only 7-10 new pieces of 
information in our short term memory 

 
The world champion in chess 
was defeated by a computer  
with les than one percent 

of our brain capacity 
think about it 

we can only focus that little brain 
power  

 
It is more powerful to use the entire 

brain 
using our intuition 

paying attention to emotions and dreams 
taking our time 

sleeping on the solutions

  

Freedom 
We are facing a revolution 

within three decades 
a 1000$ computer 

will be able to do all routine work 
and we could be free 

to create  whatever we choose 
-that is if we utilise ICT 

to make life better 
more enjoyable and 

adventurous 
 

Computers become better than us at 
…control 

…accurate production 
…uniformity 

…calculations 
…administration 
…maintenance 

 
Are you trying to compete with computers 

where they are better 
or do you want to be their master 
getting better at the competences 

humans are better at 
…empathy 

…communication 
…creativity 

 
We can also choose 80% unemployment 

wearing the employed down 
or employ 94% in bureaucracy like in 

Kuwait 
 

The choice is ours 
both as individuals 

organisations 
and citizens 

but only if we do something about it 
 

Freedom is however not any freedom 
 

Free agents  
without community of practice  

are temps 
 

Be free 
or life as a  

“free agent” 
is slavery 
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Return to politics  
During centuries land was accumulated 

by 
…farmer 
…counts 
…dukes 

…monarchs 
and yet lost when we claimed democracy 

 
During the last century industrial 

assets 
were accumulated by: 

…patrons 
…industrial entrepreneurs 

…shareholders 
…foundation 

…insurance companies 
making the politicians ever more 

powerless 
 

During the past decades 
political power has been accumulated in 

…WTO 
…European Union 

…G8 
making democracy powerless 

 
Democracy is losing ground in elections 
only half the population vote in US and 

EU 
sponsorship of media campaigns 

has corrupted politics: 
…Berlusconi, owner of the media 
…Bush heading the oil industry 

are extreme examples 
 

Extreme concentration of economic 
power 

has made it a cheap solution to buy 
politicians 

 
Global corporations do not pay tax 

anymore 
a significant competitive advantage 

 
It is due time 

to reinvent democracy 
regain democratic control of politics 

gain democratic control of the economy 
and gain democratic control of work life 

 
Nobody ever offered democracy 

we have to fight for it 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SYMBIOSI
S 
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 (wo)man-(wo)man 
interfaces 

Future ICT will 
enhance communication between humans 

on our terms 
connecting people’s minds 

exchanging emotions 
sharing dreams 

 
How would you like to live 

if you had an unlimited choice 
untied from:  
…obligations 

…work 
…machines 

…organisations 
 

What is really important? 
what is human? 

…love 
…friends 
…empathy 

…affection 
…sensuality 
…adventures 

 
The ”I-companion” 
is a new kind of 

symbiosis 
between 

minds 
mind and knowledge 

mind and information 
mind and computers 

creating space 
for humans 

to be 
humane 

 

Connecting people 
Successful technologies are 

connecting people: 
…mobile phones 

…e-mail 
…chat 

while the purely commercial 
technologies like 

WAP 
have not been successful 

 
Why not aim at a new dimension 
overcoming the eternal problem 

“every man is an island” 
bridging the gap 

…with ”I-companion” 
…brain links 

…always with you 
…augmented reality 
…mediated reality 

 
Start sharing your 

…dreams 
…thoughts 

…visions 
…knowledge 

with people present or  
via wireless connection 

…showing pictures 
…playing music 
…quoting movies 
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Response ability 
“I-companions” 

are about 
the ability to respond 

responsibility 
getting answers  

when you need them 
 

That will change everything 
 

Schools are preparing for the unknown 
work is about scheduling and planning 

we are too often 
planning instead of doing 

but for good reasons 
 

We have lost the ability to improvise 
because our action is 

embedded in 
…organisations 
…social systems 

out of our control 
 

Transferring  
knowledge support 

from your organisation 
to your ”I-companion” 

will change much more 
than the internet did to  

business and banking 
 

When ”I-companion” 
becomes reliable 

you can get the good answers from  
your network or 

the ICTs intelligence 
right here and now 

 

Natural 
communication 

Natural communication 
is the true potential of 

”I-companion” 
 

Tell your good story using 
…spoken language to explain 

…pictures to show 
…music to convey moods 

…movies to visualise movement and 
change 

…simulations to communicate 
opportunities 

…interactive games for training 
 

What we usually do on computers is like 
speaking from a manuscript 

one way 
 

Natural communication 
is truly interactive 

dialog 
whatever you say 

will change what I answer 
your pictures will inspire my pictures 

your tunes will make me sing 
your simulations will change my projects 
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The media is the 
message 
”I-companion” 

is a completely new media 
 

The desktop computer 
mimics the desktop at the office 

look at your Windows/Apple interface 
with its 

…desktop 
…files 

…recycle bin 
 

You open a document in “Word” 
and it looks like a paper 

and PDF is even worse 
a kind of fax 

you are forced to print on paper 
 

“Power Point” is about plastic sheets 
to be presented on an overhead 

just as non interactive 
one way 

broadcast 
 

“Access” is a file cabinet 
 

“Outlook” mimics paper mail 
and address books 

 
The entire Microsoft universe 
is a metaphor for bureaucracy 

 
Whatever you do in this environment is 

…canned 
…locked 

…finished 
 

Would you like to walk around with your 
office 

or 
do you want to reinvent it 

liberated from the constraints of 
bureaucracy 

being truly interactive 

 

Tacit knowledge 
It sounds like a paradox 

communicating tacit knowledge 
on a phone 

 
80-90% of all learning 

is tacit 
 

”I-companion” 
relates to  

… tasks 
…context 

…time 
…place 

and use natural means of communication 
just like tacit learning 

 
Explicit learning 

…manuals 
…school books 
…curriculum 

are mapping reality 
using letters and numbers 

 
Tacit learning is  

showing 
how to do 

by example 
 

Tacit and explicit learning 
only merges in on place: 

the help function 
in a computer 

but most other e-learning 
is explicit 

 
The potential of ”I-companion” 

is reconnecting 
the problem 

with the answer 
using the power 

of example 
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Video-phone 
Dialog is  
7% word 

35% intonation 
58% mimic 

 
Compressing dialog into e-mail 

kills 93% of the message 
a phone call kills 58% 

that is if your knowledge of the person 
doesn’t fill the void 

 
Videophones 

and video conferences 
have been around 

for decades 
without great success 

 
But they can’t focus on the person 

talking 
zoom in on the face 

zoom out on gestures 
following the persons movements 

choosing who to watch 
 

We do those things 
automatically 

moving our eyes 
directors make actors do it in great 

movies 
but videoconferences 

take that potential away 
 

We need to put remote control 
of your camcorder 

in the hands 
or rather eyes  

of the receiving person 
using eye tracking to follow 

the eyes of the sender 
to see what he looks at 

or to pan and zoom the camera 
on the senders face 
wherever he moves 

 
We need to reinvent 

compression 
exchanging the sharp picture of the 

furniture 
and the blurry squares of the moving 

person 
with pictures focusing on 

faces and mimic 

 

Beam cards – flash 
tickets 

Use 
”I-companion” 

to send  
…postcards 

…business cards 
…illustrations 
…movie samples 
…music samples 

whatever you want to share 
creating dialog 

exchanging emotions 
maintaining you social network 

updating your friends 
increasing your emotional bank account 

 
You can 

beam the message 
while you are talking 

face to face 
or on the phone 
making it easier 

to explain 
what you have in mind 

 
The “I-companion” 

makes all the credit cards obsolete 
as you can flash 

…transaction receipt to the shop 
…ticket receipt with seat reservation in 

the cinema 
or wherever you need documentation 

that you have  
reserved 
and paid 
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Dialog vs. broadcast 
The real advantage of 

mobile wireless connecting 
is dialog 

interaction 
 

Watching football 
is a social event 

the important part is the excitement 
drinking beer and cheering 

with your mates 
 

Watching a movie 
is a social event 

sharing your impressions 
after the movie 

 
While the walkman became a hit 

the video walkman never did 
not because it was very expensive 

more likely 
because you don’t enjoy  

movies 
football games 

TV 
that way 

 
It is unlikely that 

the 320 x240 pixel screen 
on the pocket PC 

or even video glasses 
will be the great media for such events 

 
And it is highly unlikely 

that you will pay a lot of money 
to watch broadcasts  

at mobile telephone rates 
on your 

”I-companion” 

 

Instant translation 
Translating 

form one language to another 
using a large network computer 

is already available 
 

You can call somebody in English 
talk to a translation computer 

and the receiver will hear it French 
 

When the ”I-companion” 
increases capacity 

translation  
real time 

will be available 
everywhere 

 
Instant translation 

will remove barriers for 
…tourism 

..global trade 
…migration 

and increase transparency 
to knowledge  

...written 
…spoken 

or expressed in 
..books 

…movies 
in a different language 

 
Instant translation could reduce 

local conflicts 
caused by language problems 

and reduce risk 
that conflicts escalate 

due to misunderstandings



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MOBILITY 

 

Freedom to move 
”I-companions” 
are freedom 

to choose to stay 
or move to the place where  

important things happen 
 

Freedom is a prerequisite for 
utilising the full potential of  

”I-companion” 
 

The target group for ”I-companions” are 
…free 

…mobile 
..individuals 

like 
…teenagers 
…students 

…artist 
…free agents 

…self employed craftsmen 
…tradesmen 

…road warriors 
choosing to be with people 

where things are happening 
in the real world 

instead of 
being with  

…institutions 
…tools 

…offices 
technology 

in the virtual world 
called 
work 

 
The full potential of ”I-companion” 

will only be utilised 
when work is no longer a question of 

presence 
at the work place 

but presence in the situation 



 
 

Telecommuting vs. 
mobility 
True mobility 

changes the tool into a body extension 
something you always bring along like  

…a pair of glasses 
…hearing aid 

…watch 
 

Trust 
is the true advantage of 

”I-companions” 
 

You can only entrust a tool 
to enhance your intelligence 

and memory 
if you are always on 

 
Intelligence 

memory 
are almost worthless 

if only available certain places 
 

The concept of telecommuting 
is related to the concept of workplace 

while the concept of ”I-companion” 
is related to a new concept of work 

everywhere 
 

High bandwidth 
combined with WLAN 

is a very competitive alternative to 
wireless mobility 

if telecommuting is the vision 
even extended telecommuting 

working within the network of 
…your branch offices 

…offices of project partners 
…hotels 

…airports 
 

But WLAN is no option 
for ”I-companions” 
because it is not 

everywhere 

  

Reinvent time and 
place 

In the real world 
everything happens at 

a specific 
time 
and 

place 
 

Time and space are important keys to our 
memory 

 
The internet is basically 

disconnecting us 
from time and place 

opening a 
…global 
…virtual  
…world 

of information to us 
a giant virtual library 

 
The mobile internet should be 

contextual 
reinventing time and space 

 
Your search on the mobile internet 

should be by 
position 

using GPS 
or wireless transmitter information 

to combine information of 
position and request 

intelligently 
 

Augmented reality 
overlaying our own senses 

with ICT information 
is the name 

of that game 



 
 

Seeing the invisible 
Seeing is believing 

is a saying from before 
digital image processing 

 
Today you can see the invisible using 

…radar 
…ultra sound scanning 

…CRT scanning 
…Röntgen rays 

…electron microscopes 
…astronomic telescopes 

 
“augmented reality” 

overlay your natural sight 
with images  

and information  
normally invisible 

 
“mediated reality” 

selects relevant information 
to limit the information displayed 

 
“virtual reality” 

create fictional multimedia 
to substitute natural sight 

or to overlay it 
 

When the different “reality” 
technologies 

reach their potential 
we can se  

“everything everywhere” 
in our “I-companion” 

connecting by Bluetooth 
to image peripherals 

 
The virtual object 

can be in 3D 
you can walk around 

and share 3D with other people 
on the sidewalk 

 
It will be hard to tell 

who is nuts 
or just designing 
(in) the future 

 

”I-companion” plus 
peripherals 

Today your business trip luggage 
is filled with a 

…portable computer 
…digital camera 

…digital camcorder 
…mobile phone 

…PDA for your appointments 
and different chargers for all of them 

 
”I-companion” integrates all this 

hardware 
creating an enhanced functionality 

 
”I-companion” doubles as an ordinary 

computer 
when you ad a Bluetooth keyboard 

connects to the internet 
make paper copies on a Bluetooth printer 

or show pictures on a Bluetooth 
projector 

 
The digital camera / camcorder 

resolution 
is sufficient if you pan and zoom in 
just like your eyes do in real life 

 
Voice is recorded digitally 
edited on the ”I-companion” 

and substitutes 
writing. 

 
Whatever gear is developed  

should be invisible 
and diminutive 

like contact lenses 
or hearing aid 

or double as jewellery 
or enhance the functionality of your 

watch 
the key to visualise this future is simply: 

being natural 
enhancing our senses 

create invisible body extensions 
doing what we are already good at 

better 
over further distance 

without compromising that 
“eyes are the mirror of the soul” 

not to be obscured  
by reflecting video glasses 



 
 

UMTS vs. compression 
The large telephone companies 

have paid almost 100 million US $ 
for UMTS licences 

 
What we really need to transmit is 

difference making a difference 
which can be achieved 
by higher bandwidth or 

more compression 
 

Imagine what kind of compression tools 
a similar amount 

available for the LINUX 
open source community 
could have generated 

 
Compression as we know it 

from MPEG and JPEG 
is not very intelligent 

considering pixels as pixels 
rather than part of a picture 

 
Intelligence 

combining information 
understanding the context 
putting things on equations 

is a completely different path 
saving on demand for both 

bandwidth 
and 

memory 
in the ”I-companion” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SERVICES 
 



 
 

Games 
Kids navigate a new world 

more promising than the one  
Columbus found 

 
The virtual 
simulation 

world of games 
is the forerunner for simulation tools 

enabling us to do 
the right things 

right 
in the situation 

or to make effective disasters 
 

Navigating virtual worlds 
is a new discipline 

taught only the tacit way 
trail and error 

supported by good advice from your 
friends 

 
Games will be the big thing on 

 ”I-companions” 
interactive games 

where you play together in spite of 
distance 

 
The way you navigate games 

always prepared for surprises 
moving in a 3 D universe 

where time and space counts 
could be  

your future ”I-companion” interface 
much more like reality 

than desktops 
or notepads 

 
Too bad 

 most of the kid games are so violent 
 

 

Emergency help 
Steve Mann 

pioneer of the walking webcam 
is recording whatever he sees and hears 

 
End of privacy 

but maybe also end of crime 
or fear of crime 

 
Imagine that you are walking down an 

alley 
wearing you ”I-companion” 

recording whatever you see. 
and a criminal threatens you 
he is recorded like in a bank 

and the police is already on its way 
 

Many cars can call emergency centre 
with it’s crash position 

if the airbag is released 
 

Imagine your 
”I-companion” 

calling for help 
with position and personal data 
in case you have a heart attack 

or are injured in an accident 
 

The built in videophone 
could provide emergency staff 

with valuable information 
and provide the victim 
with first aid advice 

 
A lot of hospitalisation 

could be saved 
if your health could be monitored 

24 hours a day 
everywhere 

you choose to go 



 
 

E-business 
E-business 

in the future 
will be about choice of product 
leaving it to the “I-companion” 

to find the bargain 
making competition on price 

obsolete 
as “I-companions” 

have all the time in the world 
to find the cheapest offer 

 
Mobile 

e-business 
will be contextual 

looking for the best offer 
right now and here 

in the neighbourhood 
 

Your “I-companion” 
could even be programmed to 

bargain 
according to your specific preferences 

providing you a few good options 
to choose among 

“mediated reality” 

 

Learning on demand 
Learning on demand 

a hotline to 
whatever knowledge 

you need in the situation 
accessed via the 

“I-companion” 
to information situated in its 

…memory 
…call centres 

…virtual call centres 
 

Turings test of artificial intelligence 
states that: 

“A computer is intelligent 
when you can’t tell 

if you are talking with a person 
or a computer” 

 
Learning on demand content providers 

will have to pass that test 
developing e-learning 

from present state mail education 
to a truly  

…contextual 
…interactive 
…multimedia 

education 
 

Diagnosis 
knowing the problem to be solved 

is a key performance 
in learning on demand from 

…medical doctors 
…lawyers 

…craftsmen 
…technicians 

…maintenance experts 
 

Trust 
is the currency 

of advice 
and content providers 

will be held responsible 
 

We want solutions to a specific problem 
here and now 
with guaranty 



 
 

Learning on interest 
Learning on interest 

is a concept coined in this book 
getter wiser 

importance rather than urgency 
 

In the old days 
you would have turned on the radio 

…commuting in the subway 
…driving your car 

…waiting in an airport 
but with the  
“I-companion” 

you choose something more interactive 
 

Learning on interest 
will be  

…conversation 
…chat 

…questions as much as answers 
like before education was invented 

 
The content provider will be responsible 

for learning content 
virtual dialog 

combined with multimedia presentations 
 

Students 
subscribers to the system 

virtual class mates 
will be on a conference call 

ready to debate content 
via the “I-companion” 

 
Learning on interest 
is connecting people 
building networks 

and who knows 
friendship 

 
Learning on interest is a 

fun 
and inexpensive solution 

to learning your entire life 

 

Search 
One of the challenges is software 

enabling you to find 
…tunes 

…pictures 
…movie clips 

right here when you want to illustrate 
your vision 

and share your dream 
 

We use words to search for everything 
Try finding a picture on the web 

They are most likely named PIC 201 
or something as informing 

 
Pictures should be found  

the way we remember things 
by person 
…place 
…time 

…context 
…importance 

difference making a difference 
 

Music should be found 
…listening to the tune 
…sensing the rhythm 

…recognising the melody 
 

The internet 
as we know it 

wont ever work on ”I-companion” 
because it is too much text 

 
You cannot get rid of the text 

by talking and listening 
because you need to look 

to sort out 
chaos 

in your 14673 hits 
 

We need a better search algorithm 



 
 

20 questions to the 
professor 
To find something 

in chaos 
on the internet 

we need knew tools 
limiting the number of hits 

fast 
 

The game 
20 questions 

cut opportunities in half 
for each  

intelligent question 
limiting the field  

by a thousand  
after 10 questions 

and by a million  
after 20 

 
The smart thing is that all questions  

can be asked by voice 
and answered 

yes or no 
using the joystick on your mobile phone 

 
The tough part is  

asking the intelligent questions 
but that is what neural networks  

are good at 
 

The neural network 
on your ”I-companion” 

will know  
YOU 

so well  
that it will find an  
ever shorter way 
to your answers 

 

Bluetooth key 
“I-companion 

is you global key to everything 
using Bluetooth 

to send your PIN code to 
open doors you have access to 

unlocking your car 
adjusting  

…seat  
…mirror 

…air condition 
…gear shift mode 

in the car 
to your preferences 

setting  
the light in the living room  

the air condition in the house 
or whatever you like 

 
With the “I-companion” 

always with you 
…car 

…house 
…workplace 

recognise  
YOU 

and react on  
your 

specific 
presence 

 
Your “I-companion” 

will send a universal code 
your settings will work 

in different  
…cars 

…houses 
…workplaces 

wherever you are authorised to be 
overriding the local control of 

automation 
 

If somebody 
unauthorised 

enters the house 
or car 

he needs to be introduced 
and accepted for a limited time 

or the system will call the police 



 
 

External memory 
While we have an almost unlimited 

memory 
our conscious short term memory 

is limited to less than 
ten entities 

 
”I-companion” is the perfect tool 

to enhance this capacity 
 

Notepads 
have served this function 

for centuries 
but imagine 

saving pictures and sounds 
supporting your memory 

 
Imagine a meeting 

where everything is recorded 
and transcribed 

simultaneously as 
subtitles 

 
Whenever you want to quote 

you press a button 
making the minutes on the go 

 
You can use the quotes 
directly in the debate 

building on the others ideas 
instead of focusing on 

your own 
next statement 

 
Part of the negotiation play is  

creating room for second opinions 
so don’t abuse quotations 

 
What ever you forget 

could pop up 
contextually 

like shopping lists 
virtually on the wall of the store 

 
You can already carry a lot of 

information on 
personal digital assistants (PDA) 

a thousand MB in 2000 
a million MB in 2010 

plus whatever information  
available on the internet 

 

 “I-companion” at work 
Imagine the craftsman 

at the building site 
using an “I-companion” 

to see invisible piping underground 
bringing the exact position of the pipes 

 
Imagine the doctor 

making tele-diagnosis 
seeing you on his “I-companion” 
controlling your camera and 

receiving input from your medical 
peripherals 

 
Imagine the doctor 

coming to  
your bed  

at the hospital 
with all the gear 

seeing the invisible 
finishing test and diagnosis 

right here and now 
telling you what to do 

 
Imagine a meeting 

where everybody brings the “I-
companions” 

…sharing pictures 
…sounds 

…sketches 
…seeing virtual object in 3D 

..touching these virtual objects 
 

During the meeting 
your save quotes of each others ideas 

and build creatively upon them 
in a concurrent process 

 
You could meet anywhere 

as you don’t need 
…whiteboards 

…tables 
…electricity 



 
 

Thinking modes 
All of us are unique 

and according to NLP: 
 

Some think 
visually 
in images 

“seeing is believing” 
 

Others think 
auditively 
…hearing 
…talking 
…telling 

 
And some us think 

…kinaesthetically 
…manipulatively 

moving around 
 

Schools 
and offices 

are for the visual 
the auditive disturb 

unless in debates 
and the kinaesthetically 
are kicked out of class 

 
Consider ”I-companion” 

a media for taking advantage 
of all the different kinds 

of thinking modes 
providing pictures to the visual 

giving the auditive a chance to talk 
and the kinaesthetic 

ability to move around 
streaming their 
(sub)conscious 

to the new media 
thinking when talking 

seeing  
walking 

 

Using the 7 
intelligences 

Decision makers 
in our present society 

focuses on the first two 
of our seven intelligences 

1. logical 
2. lingual 
3. musical 
4. spatial 

5. body kinetically 
6. social 

7. psychological 
 

The consequence of 
Moores law 

increasing capacity in computers 
is to move on and focus on 

all seven 
using our entire brain 

 
Music 

enhance the story telling 
creating moods 

why not include that in our 
communication 

 
You can often remember 

where on a page 
you read something 

 
We could reinvent space in the new media 

to utilise our spatial intelligence 
like they do in the computer games 

 
Our body language could be reintroduced 

in telecommunication 
using videophones 

 
The social dimension is 

“connecting people” 
 

The psychological potential is yet to be 
discovered 



 
 

 (dis-)abled 
In a world 

where explicit knowledge 
is shared by text 

…blindness 
…dyslexia 

…illiteracy 
exclude you from knowledge 

 
Worldwide 

every fifth or more 
are illiterate 

add to that a similar number 
with great difficulties reading 
or view it the other way around 

only one of ten 
have read a book within the last month 

 
Imagine the potential 
knowledge revolution 

when knowledge 
is shared 

interactively 
2 way 

…using 
…speech 

…pictures 
…motion pictures 

 
Simulation games 

subtitles 
might even teach people to read 

in a kind of reversed 
karaoke way 

like the spell check 
can teach you to spell 

 
People with difficulties reading 

are often good at the 6 other 
intelligences 

which tend to be 
obscure for the school system 

 
Imagine the potential 

for them 
and society 

if the “I-companion” overcame that 
problem  

 

Symbiosis 
Imagine 

having someone intelligent 
always there 
for feed back 

capable of simulations 
3D 

presenting to you 
dreams in motion and colour 

playing music 
reminding you of your past 

showing your future 
 

That could be the 
description 

of ”I-companion” in ten years 
 

Combined with 
automation of trivial work 

liberation of the work process 
and shift in paradigm 

”I-companion” 
could free our brain 

to be truly 
creative 

 
This is a prosperous vision about 

…synergy 
…collaboration 

…symbiosis 
between man and computer 

IQ well over thousand 
in 2030 

 
The most brainy species 

rules the world 
 

The nightmare scenario 
competition between 

man and computer 
will eventually leading to 

defeat of man 
 

Another nightmare scenario 
is the Big Brother I-companion 

controlling our lives through advices 
within a legal and ideological framework 

we cannot find alternatives to 
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